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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the role of four upper body 
skin regions in the regulation of thermal sweating. Eight male subjects were exposed 
to two environments during which the local skin temperature (Tskl) four skin regions 
(head, upper arm, forearm and hand) were elevated or reduced by 3°C from a neutral 
temperature. Body core and skin temperature were recorded from multiple sites, while 
sweat rate were simultaneously measured at eight skin regions.
Sweat rate was found to increase both at the site of local temperature change and 
at the other seven sites. Between-site differences were not significant, and there were 
no contralateral affects, suggesting that changes in Tskl were centrally integrated, 
affecting sweat rate at all body surfaces equivalently. Afferent input from the head 
dominated the regulation of thermal sweating. The hand was equally sensitive, while 
the least sensitive site was the forearm. These data reflect either differences in local 
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The evolutionary processes involved in the development and refinement of 
thermoregulatory systems are reflections of the environmental conditions experienced 
by various animal species (Robertshaw, 1971). Terrestrial homeotherms maintain body 
temperatures by manipulating heat production and heat loss mechanisms independently 
of the environment across a wide range of temperature variations. For example, man 
can regulate body core temperature (Tc) around 37°C, and independent of air 
temperature between 5°C to 30°C, through changes in skin blood flow, sweat secretion 
and metabolic heat production (Nielsen, 1938). Moreover, a variety of behavioural 
adjustments serve to complement these autonomic responses.
The autonomic regulation of Tc in ectotherms is frequently assisted by basking 
in the sunlight (heliotherms), or through direct conductive transfer from inanimate 
objects (thigmotherms). Mammals, birds and some species of insects, reptiles and fish 
regulate Tc independently of environmental heat sources (endotherms), with behavioural 
modifications primarily designed to enhance thermal comfort and to avoid temperature 
extremes. While it is generally held that the autonomic regulation of Tc is a prime 
function of the hypothalamus (Benzinger 1969; Cabanac, 1975; Satinoff, 1978), it has 
been shown that behavioural thermoregulation is mediated via extra-hypothalamic 
centres (Lipton, 1968; Carlisle, 1969). The premise of this project was to investigate 
hypothalamic regulation of heat dissipation during whole-body thermal loading in man, 
while discrete skin regions received either hot or cold thermal stimulation.
Evaporative heat loss constitutes the prime source for heat dissipation when 
ambient temperature is greater than Tc. Most mammals pant, producing water vapour 
which accumulates onto the fur, and subsequently evaporates. Some mammals, 
including man produce sweat at the skin surface from specialised glands. These eccrine 
sweat glands are predominantly activated by the sympathetic nervous system 
(cholinergic fibres), totalling between 2-4 million in man, and are distributed over most
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skin surfaces, except the oral, anal and genital areas (Ikai and Hasegawa, 1971; Quiton, 
1983). The greatest density of glands can be found on the forehead (350 glands cm'2), 
while the lowest is on the thigh (60 glands cm'2; Montagna and Parakkal, 1974). This 
project shall focus on evaporative.heat loss in man, and its regulation via central and 
cutaneous thermal stimuli.
The autonomic regulation of sweat production (sudomotor control) is determined 
by the hypothalamus, integrating afferent flow from deep body and peripheral 
thermoreceptors, and the hypothalamus itself (Randall, 1963; Hardy, 1973). Benzinger 
(1959) postulated that such control is primarily driven by changes in Tc, with 
thermoreceptors of the skin playing only a minor role. While these relative roles have 
been supported by some researchers (Brebner and Kerslake, 1961; Wyss et al., 1974), 
others have found conflicting results (Stolwijk and Hardy, 1966; Nadel et al., 1971a; 
Nadel et al., 1971b), suggesting that thermoreceptor input from the periphery is 
important to the neural drive for thermal sweating. The current consensus suggests that 
both central and peripheral thermoreception are important, with the former playing a 
dominant role. The importance of core temperature, in comparison to skin temperature, 
seems to be in the order of 4-5:1 (Wyndham, 1965; Stolwijk and Hardy, 1966; Ogawa 
and Asayama, 1987). Although this relationship is now generally accepted, the 
importance and role of regional skin temperatures (Tskl) are less well know.
The manner in which Tskl affects the central drive for sweating has been 
described as being multiplicative (Nadel et al., 1971a; Nadel et al., 1971b; Stolwijk et 
al., 1971); acting to magnify (or suppress) the effects of the drive associated with Tc 
and mean skin temperature (Tsk). These groups also concluded that local heating, while 
facilitating local sweat secretions, had little sudomotor influence inter-segmentally, 
being solely localised at the neuroglandular junction. This is contrary to the more recent 
observations of Heising and Werner (1987a), Werner and Heising (1990) and Bothorel 
et al. (1991a), who found that sweat output can be manipulated at both heated and 
unheated regions, with no change in Tc. Such results indicate that cutaneous 
thermoreceptors affect efferent sudomotor flow. It is possible that afferent flow interacts 
with descending efferent flow from the hypothalamus at the spinal cord, where
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intemeurons synapse, resulting in intra-segmental modification of sweat output. 
Alternatively, an inter-segmental contralateral or ipsilateral change may be mediated at 
the hypothalamus, modifying central drive. If efferent flow can be altered by afferent 
feedback centrally, then the control model described by Nadel et al. (1971a), Nadel et 
al. (1971b), and Stolwijk et al. (1971) may need to be redefined. The current project 
was designed to evaluate the thermal sensitivity of upper body skin regions, as part of 
an on going assessment of the role of Tskl in sudomotor control.
Cutaneous thermoreceptors are not uniformly distributed over the various skin 
regions of the body (Hardy and Oppel, 1938; Hensel, 1952). This may indicate that the 
magnitude of afferent input may differ between skin regions. Similarly the distribution 
of warm and cold thermoreceptors is not uniform within the same skin region; cold 
thermoreceptors have a greater density (Rein, 1925; Strughold and Porz, 1931; Hardy 
and Oppel, 1938).
Differences in the thermal sensitivity of various skin regions has been identified 
in some animal species (Hales and Hutchinson, 1971; Ingram and Legge, 1972; Necker, 
1977). Although in man, the individual contribution of the thermoreceptors in different 
skin regions is poorly understood, due primarily to methodological deficiencies, which 
act to limit the usefulness of some investigations which have addressed this issue (Nadel 
et al., 1973; Crawshaw et al., 1975; Libert et al., 1984). While providing thermal 
stimuli to localised skin surfaces, these investigations did not adequately maintain a 
constant thermal stimulus for the untreated skin regions, nor did they attempt to control 
body core temperature adequately. Therefore, the resultant alterations in sweat rate 
observed in these projects, may not have been solely due to local changes in skin 
temperature. It is important to determine whether certain skin regions possess different 
thermal sensitivities, as each region may serve a different role in the autonomic 
responses to a change in the local environment, and the provision of such information 
is critical to the development of our understanding of temperature regulation in man.
More recently two groups of investigators (Libert et al., 1984; Bothorel et al. 
1991a; and Heising and Werner, 1987a; Werner and Heising, 1990) have used whole
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limb mini-chambers to evaluate the role of Tskl in the regulation of sweat output. It was 
evident that changes in Tskl influenced sweating, not only locally, but contralaterally 
(Heising and Werner, 1987a; Bothorel et al. 1991a). The direct local effect was 
minimal, while the head-torso region showed the greatest influence of limb heating on 
sweat production (Libert et al., 1984). Similarly, the arm was found to be less 
responsive to local heating than local cooling (Werner and Heising, 1990), an 
observation which supports the previous findings of Nadel et al. (1973) and Crawshaw 
et al. (1975). While these later groups have confirmed the importance of Tskl in the 
regulation of sweating, each project neglected to adequately control the untreated skin 
temperature and the relative sizes of the treated areas. Furthermore, little detail was 
provided concerning the roles of other skin regions, or the skin regions of the individual 
segments within limbs. By studying local sweat responses, while maintaining a constant 
afferent input from all skin regions and the body core, it is possible to evaluate the 
power of localised skin temperature changes in the regulation of sweat gland function, 
both in terms relative to core temperature input, and relative to the input from other 
skin surfaces.
1.2 Aims and hypotheses
This project was designed to increase our understanding of the regulation of the 
sudomotor system in man. It was the aim of this project to investigate the relationship 
between peripheral and central thermal stimuli, with particular attention to the thermal 
sensitivity of the different skin regions of the upper body. Thermal sensitivity will be 
determined by quantifying the effect of Tskl changes on sweat secretion across eight skin 
surfaces.
It was hypothesised that:
(i) changes in local skin temperature would modify sweat secretion at 
the site of the temperature manipulation;
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(ii) changes in local skin temperature would modify sudomotor
function intra-segmentally and, to a lesser degree, sweat 
secretion of the contralateral and ipsilateral untreated limbs;
(iii) the thermal sensitivity of the head will exceed that of the upper
limbs segments; and
(iv) the arm will display a distal to proximal thermal sensitivity
hierarchy, with the dorsum of the hand possessing the major 
input for sudomotor drive.
These hypotheses were tested using a water-perfusion garment, both to control 
skin temperature and to apply thermal stimuli to discrete skin surfaces. Untreated 
regions were maintained at a constant temperature, while treated areas (240 cm2) were 
heated or cooled in a balanced order. The sweat response at eight skin regions was 
recorded, enabling determination of the thermal sensitivities of four upper body skin 
regions (head, upper arm, forearm and hand).
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
Homeothermia, the maintenance of body core temperature within narrow limits, 
is a result of the precise regulation of heat loss and heat production mechanisms 
(lessen, 1990). These mechanisms are activated when thermoreceptors report body 
temperatures which fall outside the upper and lower boundaries associated with 
thermoneutrality (Hammel, 1968; Satinoff, 1978). Thermosensitive neurons throughout 
the body converge in the central nervous system, resulting in an evaluation of the 
body’s thermal status, and, where necessary, producing a centrally-mediated neural 
drive for various thermoregulatory effectors. These responses are designed to correct 
deviations in body heat content. This project focuses upon one such response, 
sudomotor (sweat gland) function, and how it is regulated during heat loading.
Central thermoreceptors, located in the spinal cord (lessen et al., 1972; Simon, 
1974), abdominal cavity (Rawson and Quick, 1972; Riedel et al., 1973), skeletal 
muscle (lessen et al., 1973), lower brain stem (Chai and Lin, 1972; Lipton, 1973; 
Cronin and Baker, 1977) and hypothalamus (Hammel et al., 1963; Adair et al., 1970), 
have been found to dominate the regulation of the thermal effector responses. The 
signals from the thermoreceptors at the skin have been shown to be valuable regulator 
variables (McCaffrey et al., 1979; Libert et al., 1982 Heising and Werner, 1987a; 
Werner and Heising, 1990). However, the thermal afferent flow from the skin has 
rarely been fractionated, but has been investigated as if it provided a single source of 
thermal input. Since anecdotal evidence indicates differing thermal sensitivities between 
skin regions, it is conceivable that various skin regions possess different levels of 
importance in the regulation of the sudomotor response, especially if the thermoreceptor 
density, which varies throughout the skin (Nadel et al., 1973; lessen, 1990), is an 
accurate indicator of afferent feedback. While previous experiments have attempted to 
dissociate skin and core temperatures to determine the importance of each in 
homeothermia, the present project aims to determine the importance of upper body skin 
regions’ afferent signals in regulating the sudomotor effector response.
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2.2 Sweat glands
Eccrine sweat glands are dispersed over the majority of the skin surface in 
humans, except the lips, glans penis, clitoris and the inner surface of the prepuce 
(Takagi, 1960). Their main function is to aid in heat dissipation and their function is 
regulated by the thermoregulatory control centres within the hypothalamus. Glands are 
innervated by the sympathetic nervous system. Most are activated by the post-ganglionic 
neurotransmitter acetylcholine, while a few are adrenergic (Collins et al., 1959; Ikai 
and Hasegawa, 1971). The majority of eccrine sweat glands found in the palmar skin 
surface of the hand and plantar skin surface of the foot seem to possess adrenergic 
characteristics, sweating in these regions appears to be regulated or influenced by 
arousal state.
A second type of sweat gland can be found in localised areas of human skin: the 
apocrine glands. The function of these glands is to aid in tactile sensibility or frictional 
contact, and possibility as a sexual attractant (Robertshaw, 1971). These glands are 
found in axilla, around nipples of the mammary glands, in the labia majora, mons pubis 
and in the skin of the lower abdominal regions (Takagi, 1960). Apocrine glands are 
sympathetically stimulated (adrenergic), and activation results from cortical rather than 
hypothalamic neural outflow.
2.3 An overview of thermoreceptors and afferent pathways
Thermoreceptors are located in various structures throughout the body. These 
may be generally classified as central or peripheral receptors according to their 
locations within the body. Peripheral receptors are considered to be those located close 
to the skin surface (cutaneous receptors), while central thermoreceptors are those found 
deeper within the body. Within this latter group, thermoreceptors have been found in 
the following structures the hypothalamus (Hellon, 1967; Wit and Wang, 1968; Mercer 
et al., 1978), midbrain (Cabanac and Hardy, 1969; Hori and Harada, 1976), pons and
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medulla (Chai and Lin, 1973; Inoue and Murakami, 1976), spinal cord (lessen et al., 
1972; Simon, 1974) and posterior abdominal wall of sheep (Rawson and Quick, 1972) 
and rabbits (Riedel et al. , 1972). The skin has a varying distribution of thermoreceptors 
throughout its surface (Hensel,. 1981; lessen, 1990). Generally, cutaneous cold 
thermoreceptors are more numerous than warm, although the distribution varies 
between regions of the skin (Hellon, 1983).
2.3.1 Cold receptors
Cutaneous cold thermoreceptors tend to lie close to the skin surface, about 100­
160 fxm deep (Hensel et al., 1974), although Ivanov et al. (1982) have identified 
receptors at depths of 2-2.5 mm. Cold receptor neurons consist of myelinated fibres, 
with conduction velocities between 5-15 m s'1 (Iggo, 1959) and discharge rates up to 
300 Hz during dynamic temperature changes (Iggo, 1969). The receptive field of the 
cold receptors can be up to 5 mm in radius, when several branches terminate, although, 
most commonly, single spots occur with diameters of less than 1 mm (Kenshalo and 
Duclaux, 1977; Hensel an Iggo, 1971).
Cold thermoreceptors are activated across a wide temperature range (5°-35°C; 
Hensel 1973). Due to the large variation in temperature at which firing occurs between 
cold receptors, individual receptors poorly represent static temperatures. In the range 
of 20° C to 35° C impulses tend to occur in bursts with the resulting neural signal being 
evaluated from differences in the interburst interval, and the intraburst interval and 
firing frequency (Hellon, 1983). The temperature threshold for receptor detection is in 
the order of 0.1 °C (Hensel et al., 1960), with a maximal firing rate produced with a 
rate of change of l°C«s_1, and 0.04°C«s'1 being the minimal rate of change needed to 
produce a dynamic response (Molinari and Kenshalo, 1977). Between these 
temperatures of 20-35 °C a steady discharge produces a persistent feeling of coldness 
(Zotterman, 1953). The dynamic response of cold receptors to cooling is completed 
within 30 seconds of a temperature change, although the accompanying autonomic 
response may take 10 minutes (Timbal et al., 1976; Brown and Brengelmann, 1970).
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This delay may be reduced when deeper receptors in the subcutaneous tissue are acted 
upon (Ivanov et al., 1982).
2.3.2 Warm receptors
Warm receptors have a smaller discharge range, being activated over 
temperatures from 30°C to 43°C. Warm receptors tend to exhibit a more uniform static 
discharge when compared to cold receptors (Hellon, 1983). Maximal firing rates of a 
single fibre unit are 1.5-3.7 impulses per second, and are achieved between 37.5°C to 
40°C. Above a temperature of 43°C, the warmth sensation is the result of cold, pain 
and mechanoreceptors (Zotterman, 1953), with cold receptors discharging at rates of 
7-7.5 impulses per second between 45°C to 50°C. Warm receptors are found at a 
greater depth, than cold receptors; 200 ¡jlm beneath the skin surface (Hensel et a l , 
1951). The conduction velocity of warm receptor neurons in rhesus monkeys was found 
to be between 0.4 to 0.9 m«"1, as these fibres are unmyelinated (Hensel and Iggo, 
1971). The highest firing rate of a single warm fibre (200Hz) was recorded during a 
dynamic temperature change at a cat’s nose (Hensel and Kenshalo, 1969).
2.3.3 Afferent pathways
Neuronal afferents generated by the peripheral thermoreceptors synapse in the 
dorsal horn of the spinal cord, or in the spinal trigeminal nucleus, ascending to the 
hypothalamus via the ventro-lateral spinal tract (Simon and Iriki, 1971). These pathways 
synapse with third-order neurons in the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus (Landgren, 
1970; Hellon and Misra, 1973). Neurons located at the nucleus raphe magnus, raphe 
dorsalis (Dickenson, 1977) and dorso-medial area in the pontine-reticular formation 
(Hinckel and Schroder-Ronsenstock, 1981) have been found to exhibit static responses 
curves similar to those in the cold and warm receptors. The precision with which a 
signal is received is unknown, since the afferent signal may pass through many brain 
stem centres before synapsing in the hypothalamus. For example, a dorsal horn cold
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neuron may represent 100 peripheral cold fibres (Hensel, 1981), and there is a 
possibility of convergence with other sensory information in the spinal tracts (Necker, 
1981). Afferent signals generated by receptors of the face pass to second-order neurons 
in the trigeminal nucleus of the medulla oblongata via the trigeminal ganglion, with 
neurons projecting to the thalamus (Hensel, 1983). The actual afferent pathway from 
these centres to the hypothalamus is not certain, although there is evidence of 
projections.
2.4 Central integration of afferent signals: an overview
The integration of afferent signals originating from central and peripheral 
thermoreceptors throughout the body has been attributed to the pre-optic anterior 
hypothalamus (Hammel, 1968; Benzinger, 1969), with the posterior hypothalamus also 
being an important integrator (Hardy, 1973). Behavioural and autonomic responses have 
resulted when stimulating the pre-optic anterior hypothalamus locally and indirectly, via 
the manipulation of the temperature of other structures, such as the skin and spinal 
cord. However, there is evidence that this structure is not the sole integrator of signals. 
Lesions in this area have resulted in inhibition of autonomic but not behavioural 
thermoregulatory responses (Lipton, 1968; Cabanac et ah , 1969).
Autonomic responses have similarly been produced independently of the pre­
optic anterior hypothalamus. Blatteris and Banet (1986) separated the pre-optic area 
from the hypothalamus in rats and found no differences in colonic temperature, tail skin 
temperature and oxygen uptake between lesion and non-lesion rats in both warm and 
cool environments. Similarly, in humans with spinal lesions, sweat output resulted when 
heating below the level of lesion (Seckendorf and Randall, 1961). Although the sweat 
response was reduced in comparison to intact subjects, the presence of the response 
indicates that the pre-optic anterior hypothalamus is not the sole controller of 
thermoregulatory responses, it does seem that this structure is the dominant 
thermoregulatory, efferent driver.
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2.4.1 Interaction of central and peripheral thermal afferents
The emphasis of this project was upon the differential roles played by central 
and peripheral thermoreceptor input in the generation of appropriate sudomotor 
responses. More particularly, it was of interest to know the relative importance of 
cutaneous afferents, and their impact on the central integration during passive heat 
loading.
Animal studies have best been able to address the interaction of central and 
peripheral temperature influences on autonomic function, due to the invasive techniques 
needed to measure and manipulate hypothalamic temperature. Direct heating and 
cooling of the hypothalamus results in the initiation of heat dissipation and conservation 
responses (Andersson et a l , 1962; Adair et a l , 1970; Calvert et ah , 1981). Similarly, 
skin temperature changes can modify these responses (Wurster et al. , 1966; Nadel et 
a l,  1971a; Libert «fa/., 1982).
Smiles and colleagues (1976) observed a parallel shift in the sweat rate (msw) to 
hypothalamic temperature relationship, when skin temperature was reduced in rhesus 
monkeys. More recently, skin temperature changes not only altered the core 
temperature (Tc) thresholds for increased heat production and heat loss, but also altered 
the gain (slope) of the relationship between the effector response and Tc (e.g. change 
in heat loss over ATC; Nagel et a l,  1986). Panting, in dogs, was alleviated at 
hypothalamic temperatures below 40.3°C when the skin was cooled. Although once 
hypothalamic temperature exceeded 40.3°C skin cooling was ineffective in inhibiting 
panting. Similarly, at high skin temperatures hypothalamic cooling was ineffective in 
reducing panting (Chatonnet et a l,  1964). In humans, the ability to manipulate and 
measure hypothalamic temperature, or temperatures of structures within the central 
nervous system or internal organs, is not generally possible. Therefore, the interaction 
between central and peripheral body temperatures has been evaluated by artificially 
manipulating core and skin temperatures, then observing measurements taken at the 
rectum, oesophagus, right atrium, tympanic membrane or auditory canal, and at the 
skin surface 1
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The importance of skin temperature in the regulation of sweating in man has 
been debated. Benzinger et al. (1963) suggested that skin temperature did not influence 
msw above a skin temperature of 33°C. Temperatures below 33°C acted to elevate the 
Tc threshold for sweating. Wyss et al., (1974) supported the findings of a minimal 
influence of skin temperature on msw, although the investigators attributed this effect to 
the site of Tc measured. When right atrial temperature was used as an indicator of Tc 
the importance of skin temperature was minimal, although when oesophageal and 
tympanic temperature were considered measures of Tc the importance of skin 
temperature were similar to that found previously by Nadel et al. , (1971a) and Stolwijk 
and Hardy (1966).
While it has been suggested that skin temperature needs a sufficient reduction 
to alter rhsw, Tc similarly needs to be sufficiently elevated before sweating is initiated. 
Wyndham and Atkins (1968) reported a Tc threshold temperature of 36.5°C. A skin 
temperature of even 40°C would not produce sweat if Tc was below this threshold.
McCaffrey et al. , (1979) have investigated the role of skin temperature in the 
regulation of sweat output by manipulating skin temperature of the lower body, while 
maintaining skin temperature of the upper body and Tc constant. msws in all regions, 
upper and lower body, were synchronously altered when heating and cooling the lower 
body. It would seem that the skin temperature alteration resulted in a modification of 
centrally-driven sudomotor output.
The initiation of sweating cannot be attributed to a sole temperature, either skin 
or core, but is reliant on both internal and peripheral temperatures. Wurtser et al. 
(1966) raised and lowered Tc by drinking hot and cold drinks, with skin temperature 
being varied by changing environmental temperature. Sweating was initiated with a 
reduced Tc and elevated skin temperature, and similarly with a reduced skin temperature 
and elevated Tc. Sweating was inhibited with an elevation in core or skin temperature 
if the opposing temperature of the skin or core was sufficiently reduced. The 
importance of skin temperature is highlighted when examining the sweating response 
on initial exposure to a hot environment. While skin temperature rapidly increases Tc
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is reduced, since the elevation in blood flow to the periphery results in heat being 
transferred from the core to the skin. Sweating has been initiated during these periods 
of elevating skin temperature and reduced Tc (Wurster et al., 1966; Libert et al., 1982). 
In these circumstances skin temperature may dominate the regulation of the thermal 
drive for sweating, although the role of other temperature sensing structures in the 
central nervous system and other deep body regions is unknown in regards to the 
initiation of sweating.
Ogawa and Asayama (1987) correlated the rate of sweat expulsions to mean 
body temperature. Where mean body temperature was a weighted composite of rectal 
and mean skin temperatures, with coefficients of 0.8 and 0.2 respectively, the r value 
for the correlation was 0.888. When comparing tympanic and mean skin temperatures, 
the coefficients were 0.9 and 0.1 respectively (r was 0.965). Therefore, while skin 
temperature may not dominate the sweating response the need to consider this 
temperature in regard to the thermal drive for sweating is essential.
Various mathematical models have been proposed to define the interaction 
between core and mean skin temperatures. Presently, it is unclear if this relationship 
is multiplicative (Hardy and Stolwijk, 1966; Wyndam and Atkins, 1968; Bullard et al. , 
1970; Libert et al., 1982) or additive (Stolwijk and Hardy, 1966; Nadel et al., 1971a; 
Ogawa and Asayama, 1987) in nature. Table 2.1 summarises the various models which 
have been developed to relate skin and core temperatures to the thermal drive for 
thermal sweating. It can be seen, even within the same group of investigators 
multiplicative and additive models have been proposed.
The lack of agreement between investigators, regarding the interaction of central 
and peripheral temperatures, allows no concise conclusion to be drawn concerning the 
relative roles of these afferent signals in thermoregulation. A possible cause for the 
variation observed in these experiments could be the rate of change in local skin 
temperature (Tskl), resulting in possible dynamic effector responses (Libert et al., 1982; 
Werner, 1983). Baneijee et al. (1969) reported a 50% reduction in msw when a step 
change in water temperature of 13°C»min'1 was applied to the skin. msw began to return
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Table 2.1 Previous models derived to account for the drive for sweating, with respect 
to core and skin temperatures.
Source Model Units State
Stolwijk & 
Hardy (1966)
Ev =  5 +  8 0 (^ -3 7 .1 8 )+  18(Tgk-33) kcal *m"2 h r 1 Rest
Hardy & 
Stolwijk (1966)
Ev =  10+70(Tty-36.6)(Tsk-33.5) kcal *m'2 h r 1 Rest
Wyndham & 
Atkins (1968)
Sw = (Tre-36.5)[0.1 +0.455e0 27(T,k-33)] L-hr'1
Rest & 
Exercise
Nadel et al. 
(1971a)
E = 197 (T^-36.7)+23(Tgk-34.0) Wm2 Rest
Nadel et al. 
(1971a)
E = [197(Tm-36.7) +
23 (T ”34 0)]e(E T ski-34.o)/io
Wm2
Rest




mg «min1 cm'2 Exercise
Libert et al. 
(1982)
m,w = 0.48(r,t-T ,J (T et-TeiO) +  0.15 and; 
m,w = 0.15(T,lt-T,k())+1.00(T e.-TeJ-0 .1 1
mg «min1 -cm 2 Rest
Abbreviations: = Evaporative heat loss; T,y = Tympanic membrane temperature;
Tsk = Mean skin temperature; Sw = Sweat rate; Tre = Rectal temperature;
E  = Evaporative heat loss; Tes = Oesohageal temperature; Tskl = Local skin 
temperature; msw = Sweat rate; Tsk0 = neutral mean skin temperature;
Tes0 = neutral oesophageal temperature.
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to pre-cooled levels 30 seconds after the commencement of cooling. Therefore, the 
large reduction seemed due almost entirely to the dynamic temperature change at the 
skin surface, causing a large firing rate of cold receptors, with this firing rate being 
reduced once skin temperature ceased to change. Wurtser and McCook (1969) similarly 
found an overshoot in msw when the skin was warmed, although the dynamic response 
produced seemed less when compared to cooling the skin surface.
2.4.2 The effect of local skin temperature on sweat rate
The importance and the influence of individual Tskl on the regulation of local and 
whole body sweat output in humans has received relatively little interest.
Nadel et ah (1971a) used brief irradiation exposures (2-4 mins) to approximately 
30% of the body surface, to produce a 1°C to 1.4°C increase in Tskl, with no change 
in Tc or the temperature of non-irradiated skin regions. These changes altered both local 
and other regional msws, demonstrating the importance of Tskl in the regulation of this 
effector response. Tskl was found to have a multiplicative effect on the local msw. This 
effect was modelled by the addition of exponential component to their previous linear 
model (Table 2.1).
The msw increase resulting from such local heating was attributed to changes at 
the neuroglandular junction (Nadel et ah , 1971a) rather than to increased sudomotor 
drive from the central controller. Other investigators (MacIntyre et ah , 1968; Ogawa, 
1970; Elizondo and Bullard, 1971; Ogawa and Asayama, 1986) have similarly 
concluded that local increases in msw are primarily due to neuroglandular function, due 
to an elevation in the amount of neurotransmitter released, and the glandular 
responsiveness per unit of transmitter released (Ogawa and Asayama, 1986). Nadel et 
ah (1971a) did not report msws at skin regions which were not heated. Although msw at 
the contralateral non-irradiated thigh seemed to respond similarly to the thigh at which 
skin temperature increased, indicating a possible increased central sudomotor drive 














Figure 2.1 Comparison of three models used to predict evaporative heat loss (see Table 
2.1). Core and skin temperature data for these models were obtained from an exercise 
trial conducted in ambient temperature of 36°C. Exercise commenced at 5 min at a 
work intensity of 40% peak power.
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by exercise overrode the local temperature effect on local msw.
2.4.3 Effect of local skin temperature manipulation on whole body sweat rate 
responses.
While much interest has focused on the interaction of Tsk and Tc and the local 
msw alterations in regard to Tskl, insufficient interest has been directed towards the 
importance of Tskls in the regulation of whole body sweat output. Randall et al. (1948) 
occluded the blood supply to the right arm, which was heated using radiation, and then 
observed the sweat response at both the left and right arms (n = 1). It was found that an 
elevation in msw on the non-heated arm was apparent, but it was less than for the heat 
arm. That is, the sweat output per gland and number of glands activated was lower. 
Therefore, msw could be elevated on the contralateral limb when heating a single limb, 
although the elevations are not as great as achieved by local heating. Brebner and 
Kerslake (1961) found no reduction in whole body msw when cooling legs were 
occluded at the thigh. Subjects (n=3) layed in a water bath at temperatures between 37° 
and 38°C, with the legs cooled by elevating the limbs out of the water bath producing 
a reduction in Tskl between 2° and 8°C. When the limbs were not occluded and cooled 
msw was reduced, therefore it seemed the cutaneous thermoreceptors influenced msw 
minimally. While arterial occlusion inhibits cooled or warmed blood returning centrally, 
the possible inhibition of cutaneous thermoreceptors due to local ischaemia (Hensel, 
1953) may provide an alternative explanation for the lack of msw alteration with cooling 
during occlusion. Of the groups investigating the effects of local temperature 
manipulations on local msw, few have reported the resulting alterations of msw at other 
regions of the body. The role of individual skin regions in the regulation of effector 
responses has been identified in some animal species (Hales and Hutchinson, 1971; 
Ingram and Legge, 1972; Necker, 1977), although in man, this relationship is poorly 
understood.
To identify the different thermal sensitivities of various skin regions, Nadel et 
al., (1973) used heat radiation on various skin surface to stimulate the thermoreceptors
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(n=2), and thereby facilitate sweat output. Seven skin regions were separately 
irradiated. The surface area varied from 0.03 to 0.10 m2; the period of exposure was 
between 3 to 7 min and the radiation intensity was set at either 350 or 700 W»m2. The 
resulting alteration in sweat output was recorded at the ventral surface of the thigh. 
Under this protocol the face was found to be approximately three times as effective in 
altering msw in comparison to the chest, abdomen and thigh. The Tskl increases for each 
region manipulated were not reported, although from the graphed data it seems there 
was a variation in the magnitude of the changes in Tskl. The face and chest increased 
by 4°C and 3°C, respectively. While the intensity of heat applied to the skin surface 
was the same between the chest and face, possibly the temperature changes at the 
thermoreceptors were unequal between regions. The difference in temperature change 
between regions manipulated combined with the need to normalise for the variations in 
area manipulated and low sample size, limit the value of the results.
Stevens et al. (1974) heated selected regions of the skin and recorded the 
magnitude of warmth sensation from the subject (n=l).  Face heating produced the 
greatest sensation of warmth, with the forehead being greater than the cheek. The 
thermal sensitivity of the other skin regions in descending order was chest, abdomen, 
shoulder, back, forearm, upper-arm, thigh and calf. Some regions were quite similar 
in sensation of warmth, therefore differences between all these areas is unlikely. A 
distinct feature of these sensitivity trials was that as the intensity of heat application 
increased, the variation between regions decreased. Therefore, the sensation of warmth 
in all regions converged as the heat stimulus increased in intensity.
After evaluating the thermal sensitivity of individual areas to warming (Nadel 
et al., 1973) the same group progressed to assess the sensitivity of individual skin 
regions to cooling (Crawshaw et al. , 1975). A water-cooled thermode was used to apply 
a cold stimulus to six skin regions (n=3). The area of the thermode varied between 122 
to 384 cm2, and applications were for a period of 3 min. rhsws were measured at the 
right ventral surface of the thigh. In this project, as in their earlier study (Nadel et al. , 
1973) the TskI varied (16° to 22°C) in response to the 6°C water perfusing the 
thermode. The forehead possessed the greatest sensitivity to cooling with the other areas
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(lower leg, thigh, chest, abdomen and back) exhibiting little variability between regions. 
The results of this project are limited in their value due to inconsistencies similar to 
those noted above for their previous warm thermal sensitivity project (Nadel et al. , 
1973). .
More recently, Libert et al., (1984) investigated the regional skin thermal 
sensitivity of larger body segments (n=5). Limb chambers where used to manipulate 
both leg and arm temperatures, while head/trunk temperatures were maintained by a 
servo-controlled climate chamber. msw was recorded from the right arm. The 
temperature of limbs were elevated by 2° or 3°C with the nonheated limb temperature 
being reduced to maintain constant mean skin temperature. Heating the head/trunk 
region produced the greatest increase in sweat output, with the legs exhibiting a greater 
thermal sensitivity to heating than the arms. No differences in thermal sensitivity were 
found between the legs. The investigators concluded that regional skin sensitivities did 
not seem to be linked to the differential distribution of thermoreceptors. However, these 
results provide little information regarding localised response of a smaller skin regions 
within a limb. Differences in the area of the heated regions, leg, arm and head/trunk, 
similarly limit the application of these findings.
Tskl variations have been found to not only alter local, but also contralateral 
regional msws (Heising and Werner, 1987a; Bothorel et al., 1991a). Limb chambers 
were used to regulate skin temperature, with sweat capsules being place onto the skin 
within the limb chamber. A reduction in temperature of left leg was found to reduce the 
msw of both left and right legs (Heising and Werner, 1987a; Bothorel et al., 1991a). 
However, Heising and Werner (1987a) found that when the left leg temperature was 
reduced while that of the right leg was increased, in an attempt to equate thermal 
balance, there was no alteration in sweat output at either leg. While the exact 
interpretation of observations emanating from such a design are difficult to tease out, 
it would appear that the role of local heating on local msw at that site was minimal. The 
authors concluded that such local temperature affects resulted in minimal change to 
neuroglandular function. Similarly, Bothorel et al. (1991a) reduced the temperature of 
right leg and increased the temperature of the left leg, while ventilating sweat capsules
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at an elevated temperature* resulting in a local reduction in sweat output at both the 
heated and cooled legs. A further trial was conducted in which both leg temperature and 
capsule ventilation temperature were elevated in the left leg, and reduced in the right 
leg (Bothorel et al. , 1991a). This resulted in a reduced sweat output at both legs. These 
results indicate local temperature alterations may be of minimal importance, and the 
authors suggested their observations may have been mediated at the spinal cord level, 
where intemeurons synapsed with descending outflow from the hypothalamus, or that 
the contralateral change may have been mediated within the hypothalamus, modifying 
the central drive.
Werner and Heising (1990) further investigated the affects of heating and cooling 
limbs by using the arms and legs simultaneously. Warming the arm with heating of the 
leg produced no alteration in sweat output at either the leg or arm. Although, when 
cooling the arm and heating the leg sweat output at both the manipulated arm and leg 
were reduced. It seemed that differences in the thermal sensitivity of the treated skin 
regions as first demonstrated by Nadel et al. (1973) and Crawshaw et al. (1975) could 
explain these data. It seems that individual regions of the skin do possess different 
thermal sensitivities, and these may differ for heating and cooling, possibly being a 
reflection of the distribution of cold and warm thermoreceptors.
2.5 Summary
While the importance of hypothalamic temperature in the regulation of body 
temperature is well established, as is its importance relative to skin temperature, the 
manner in which skin temperature interacts with this dominating signal is less well 
defined, and little is known of the importance of Tskl in the regulation of the sweat 
response. Rarely has the skin surface been divided into regions to assess the input for 
thermal sweating from individual regions. Small sample sizes and limitations with 
existing projects has meant that we have an unclear understanding of the role of Tskl in 
the regulation of sweating. Therefore, the need to gain a better understanding of how 
each skin region acts to modify msw, both locally and for the whole body, is essential
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to accurately determine the thermal drive for sweating originating from the skin surface. 
This information is vital to developing a thorough knowledge of the means by which 




Eight healthy active males volunteered to participate in the project (Table 3.1). 
Each subject received a Subject Information Package and provided informed consent 
before participating. Subjects were required to attend the laboratory on 8 consecutive 
days, the first six days consisted of an acclimation protocol, the following two days 
involved thermal sensitivity trials.
3.2 Procedures
3.2.1 Acclimation protocol
An acclimation protocol was completed by each subject prior to the two thermal 
sensitivity tests. The purpose of this project was to negate heat acclimation effects 
which may have been induced by the experimental trials. Subjects cycled for (91.84 
±7.18 mins;X ±S.D.) minutes in an ambient temperature of 40°C and 60% relative 
humidity for six consecutive days. Body core temperature (Tac) was monitored from the 
auditory canal (Tac). The pre-exposure Tac was taken as the temperature at rest before 
entering the chamber. Subjects then entered the chamber and commenced cycling. The 
initial work rate (194.21 ±26.68 Watts) was set to elevate the Tac by 1.4°C within 
21.84 (±7.18) mins. Thereafter the work rate was adjusted to hold Tac constant for a 
further 70 mins (after Regan, 1994).
3.2.2 Thermal sensitivity trials
Two thermal sensitivity trials were conducted on consecutive days, following the 
acclimation protocol. Trials were conducted with subjects resting (supine) on a wide
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SI 22 79.20 177.7 1.97
S2 28 68.94 169.0 1.79
S3 41 79.76 184.5 2.03
S4 19 83.78 182.0 2.05
S5 20 80.66 179.8 2.00
S6 28 61.1 169.3 1.70
S7 25 77.42 183.0 1.99
S8 22 66.18 183.5 1.86
mean 25.63 74.63 178.6 1.92
a 7.07 8.12 6.22 0.13
Abbreviations: AD = body surface area (after DuBois 1927); <r = standard deviation.
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mesh, wire bed frame under two different ambient temperatures 30.96 +0.93°C 
(relative humidity 61.55 ±1.09%; H30) and 36.45 ±0.78° (relative humidity 60.27 
±1.63%; H36). These conditions were presented in a balanced order across subjects. 
These ambient conditions, combined with the use of a whole body water perfusion suit, 
receiving water at 36.5°C and 37°C respectively, were used to clamp Tc and Tsk.
Square-wave heating and cooling of discretely isolated skin regions was applied 
by perfusing independent perfusion patches (240 cm2) with water at temperatures above 
and below that being fed to the main suit. These treatments aimed at producing a 3°C 
change in local skin temperature (Tskl), from which thermal sensitivity of that region 
could bd evaluated. Four regions of the upper body were treated (right hand, right 
forearm, right upper arm and face). Each region required different water temperatures 
to induce the 3°C change (Table 3.2).
Trials commenced with a ten minute baseline period before a manipulation was 
carried out. Every twenty minutes there after a local temperature manipulation began. 
An experimental manipulation (change in Tsk]) consisted of a seven minute treatment 
(heating or cooling) with a thirteen minute period separating regional treatments. The 
latter period allowed Tskl to return to its pre-treated temperature. At the cessation of a 
manipulation the local skin region was perfused with water of the converse heat content, 
for between 50 and 60 seconds, so that the time taken for skin temperature to return to 
neutral levels was reduced. It was then perfused with water at the same temperature as 
the rest of the perfusion suit. When a manipulation was not taking place the individual 
perfusion patches received water at the same temperature as that perfusing the whole 
suit. With this arrangement, subjects experienced eight 20 min test phases during a 
given thermal sensitivity experiment. A further manipulation proceeded the last. This 
was to facilitate an evaluation of the effect of the total trial on the reproducibility of the 
local thermal sensitivity. The site manipulated was always that manipulated first within 
the current trial. The total trial duration was 176.41 (±3.37) mins.
The order of regions manipulation was balanced. However, to minimise the 
movement of thermistors located below each patch, the first two manipulations used
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Table 3.2 Temperatures of the water which perfused the manipulation patch and the 
resulting body temperatures, where air temperatures were regulated at 36.45°C 
(H36)and 30.96°C (H30). Values represent the mean of the seven minute manipulation 
period, in degrees Celsius. Data are means and standard error of the mean.
Heat Cool
Trial Site Water Tx  c TSk Water TA c TSk
Head 51.99 36.66 34.97 24.77 36.69 34.68
(0.04) (0.22) (0.41) (0.41) (0.21) (0.52)
H30 Upper arm 50.53 36.69 34.98 24.26 36.74 34.80
(0.24) (0.16) (0.45) (0.11) (0.19) (0.50)
Forearm 50.90 36.68 35.26 25.43 36.71 35.26
(0.26) (0.20) (0.58) (0.23) (0.18) (0.60)
Hand 49.76 36.69 35.35 24.47 36.71 35.22
(0.28) (0.13) (0.59) (0.23) (0.14) (0.62)
Head 49.00 36.88 36.41 24.64 36.93 36.07
(0.00) (0.22) (0.21) (0.38) (0.20) (0.26)
H36 Upper arm 47.86 36.89 36.30 25.81 36.96 36.22
(0.26) (0.12) (0.30) (0.50) (0.14) (0.22)
Forearm 47.40 36.91 36.38 27.2 36.95 36.17
(0.29) (0.18) (0.23) (0.06) (0.14) (0.29)
Hand 47.04 36.88 36.35 26.2 36.94 36.22
(0.16) (0.88) (0.15) (0.46) (0.13) (0.21)
Abbreviations: Tc = mean of oesophageal, auditory canal and rectal temperatures; 
Tsk = mean skin temperature.
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heating treatments, and the subsequent two manipulations were cooling of the same 
sites. Local heating was carried out first, since in the H30 trial most regions were not 
sweating, therefore it was hoped that these two manipulations may elicit sweating over 
the whole body. .
3.2.3 Experimental Standardisation
To ensure that testing was performed with minimal influence of extraneous 
factors, subjects were asked to avoid exercise 24 hours prior to thermal sensitivity 
trials, other than that performed in the laboratory. Subjects were also asked to abstain 
from alcohol 24 hours prior, caffeinated drinks four hours prior and food two hours 
prior to trials. To avoid dehydration during a trial, subjects were asked to follow their 
normal drinking habits, but were also required to consume one litre of water after 7pm 
before bed on the days prior to thermal sensitivity trials and one litre of water before 
2 hours before the time of testing. Thermal sensitivity trials were conducted at the same 
time of day, within a subject, to cater for circadian shifts in Tc.
3.3 Apparatus
3.3.1 Water perfusion garment
A water perfusion garment was used to control the temperature of all skin 
regions, and Tc, except the local skin region where Tskl was being manipulated. The suit 
consisted of 140 meters of tubing (I.D. 1.58mm, O.D. 3.0mm) which covered the body 
in two separate sections: a jacket and a pants section. The jacket consisted of 60 one- 
meter tubes covering the torso and 15 one-meter tubes for each arm, with the pants 
having 25 one-meter tubes for each leg. Each tube had a set length of one meter, to 
ensure uniform flow. Every four centimetres the tubes were connected alternatively to 
the adjacent tubes, producing a diamond pattern (Figure 3.1). After donning the suit a 
maximum distance of two centimetres was maintained between adjacent tubes, resulting
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Figure 3.1 The diamond pattern of the water perfusion suit when fitted to the subject 
(A) and when lying freely (B).
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in diamonds of eight centimetres in length and two centimetres in width. This method 
of regulating skin temperature was chosen as it enabled the exposure of maximal ski 
surface area to the ambient conditions, while minimising the establishment of local 
microclimates at the skin surface. •
Water was fed from the bottom of the torso, arms and legs, exiting at the top 
of the pants and jacket. Three 38-litre water baths (Grant, type VFP x 2, type ZD x 1, 
U.K.) supplied the water for the perfusion garment. One bath was used to supply the 
whole suit and the individual patches which were not being used to manipulate Tskl. The 
second and third baths were used to manipulate the regional skin temperatures, one 
containing water at a higher temperature in comparison to the first bath, the other 
having cooler water. Each used a refrigeration unit along with the standard heater and 
pump unit (Grant Refrigeration Systems, type CK2 x 2, U.K.) to maintain the 
temperature.
Perfusion patches consisted of tubes (I.D. 1.58mm, O.D. 3.0mm) running in 
parallel 1.2 mm apart (Figure 3.2). The intended 240 cm2 area for each individual 
perfusion patch changed (205.66 ±12.36 cm2) to give an equal effective thermal 
stimulation area (248.87 ±0.17 cm2). The effector area was calculated to be the total 
area of the perfusion patch plus an area of 0.6 mm around the perimeter of the 
perfusion patch, as this is half the distance between the tubes within the patch. Each 
patch consisted of ten tubes glued to a plastic latticework, which maintained the position 
of the tubes and the area of the patch. The face patch consisted of two section a 
forehead (16.5 x 3.6 cm) and cheek/chin (22 x 6 cm), running from ear to ear under 
the chin, section (Figure 3.2). Each patch was secured to the region with the use of 
elastic so as all tubes were in contact with the skin. The upper arm (17.2 x 12.4 cm), 
forearm (19.3 x 11 cm) and face patches had sections removed, where tubes deviated 
and joined with adjacent tubes, to provide space for a sweat capsule and the laser 
Doppler probe holder. The face patch had the capsule placed in the forehead section and 
the probe holder in the left cheek region. The hand patch differed from the other 
patches as it had no area removed for measurement purposes. The hand patch consisted 
of a section which occupied the majority of the dorsum of the hand ( 8 x 7  cm), and the
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Figure 3.2 A view of the individual perfusion patches which were placed on the hand, 
forearm and upper arm (A), and head (B).
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four fingers anteriorly and posteriorly. The surface area of the subjects fingers 
determined the area of the palmer surface of the hand needed to be manipulated, so as 
the effector area remained constant between subjects and patches. The sweat capsule 
was placed adjacent to the patch between the first and second metacarpal.
The actual placement of the manipulation patch was controlled by the location 
of the sweat capsules. The area removed from the patch was precisely that of the 
capsule, therefore the patch was positioned over the same relative area of the target 
region, assuring uniform placement within and between subjects.
3.3.2 Sweat capsule system
Sweat rate (msw) was monitored continuously at eight sites, sampled at 1 Hz. 
Two four-channel sweat systems were used (capacitance hygrometry; Sweat Monitor, 
Clinical Engineering Solutions, Australia). Each system pumped air into a sealed flask, 
2 litres, over a saturated solution of lithium chloride. This salt solution was used due 
its stability and low relative humidity (11-12% over a temperature range of 25 to 
50°C). Each flask ventilated two capsules at a rate of 0.12 lamin'1 in the H30 trial, and 
0.2 l«min_1 during the H36 trial. Air flow was regulated using a separate rotameter 
(Platon, Duff and Mactintosh, Sydney) for each capsule. At the capsule, the air flow 
is dispersed through eight small holes, directing the air over a skin area of 3.15 ±0.04 
cm2. Sweat rate was determined from the change in relative humidity of the air leaving 
the capsule, using humidity and temperature sensors positioned down stream from the 
capsule.
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msw=((rh * P^oa * m/100 * Tcap * k)-(rhexp * P^oa * rfi/100 * Ta * k)) /A 
Where: *
msw = mass flow of water off the skin (gem'2«min'1), 
rhexp & rh = relative humidity of air entering and leaving the 
capsule (%),
PH2oa = partial pressure of water vapour for air entering the 
capsule if it were 100% saturated (mmHg), 
m = airflow through the capsule rotameter (lamin'1), 
k = 3.464 = water vapour gas constant (mmHg4‘g'1*°K1),
Ta & Tcap = temperature of air entering and leaving the capsule 
(°K), and
A = area of skin under the sweat capsule (3.15 cm2).
Sweat capsules were positioned at each of the manipulated skin regions, at the 
same regions on the contralateral arm and at the left calf. Thus, capsule sites were as 
follows: mid-forehead; right/left upper arm (0.5 of the distance from the 
acromioclavicular protuberance to the anticubital fossa, 2 cm laterally displaced); 
right/left forearm (0.44 of the distance from the olecranon to the styloid process of the 
ulna); right/left hand (between 1st and 2nd metacarpal); and left calf (0.44 of the 
distance from the medial condyle to the medial malleolus of the tibia). Local, contra­
lateral, ipsilateral adjacent, contra-lateral adjacent affects could be determined with this 
configuration of sweat capsules. The left calf represented a reference site, which was 
neither on the same side of the body as the manipulated local skin sites, nor was it on 
the limb being manipulated.
Saturated salt solutions remained outside the chamber throughout each trial, 
since low constant ambient temperatures provided more stable solution. Hygrometers 
were placed in an insulated box to dampen the oscillations of ambient temperature, 
produced by the servo-controlled climatic chamber. It was found that small variations 
in ambient temperature produced quite large changes in relative humidity, therefore the
The following equation was used to calculate sweat rate:
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lid of the box was removed when ambient temperature was increasing, being secured 
once the temperature at the humidity sensors had stabilised, before the commencement 
of data collection.
3.3.2.1 Calibration
Humidity sensors were calibrated before testing. Three saturated solutions were 
used as relative humidity standards for calibration (lithium chloride (r.h .=  12.5%), 
sodium iodide (r.h. = 38%) and sodium chloride (r.h. = 75%)). Each humidity standard 
was applied for a 60-min period prior to calibration, allowing for complete system 
stability. Air was sampled from all three saturated solutions at air temperatures between 
23.4 and 23.9°C, with the humidity sensors sampling air temperature at 39°C. The 
equilibrated relative humidity for lithium chloride, sodium iodide and sodium chloride 
were approximately 6%, 16% and 32%l. Air was also sampled from the sodium 
chloride solution at an air temperature of 39°C; relative humidity was 75%. Instrument 
gains and zero offsets were adjusted during the pre-testing calibration and were not 
altered thereafter. The values obtained for each calibration were used to derive 
calibration curves for each channel of the sweat system, permitting derivation of the 
actual relative humidity values. Mathematical expressions were then used to describe 
each calibration curve, permitting derivations of humidities falling across the range 
from approximately 6-75 %. Data from the calibration of one, four-channel system are 
illustrated in Figure 3.3.
1 A relative humidity of 13.75% in an air temperature of 23.9°C (P^o = 22.2) 
results in a known volume of water. If this volume of water is equilibrated in an air 
temperature of 39°C (PH2o = 52.4) the resulting relative humidity is 6.12%.
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80
O b ta in ed  re la tiv e  h u m id ity  (%)
Figure 3.3 Calibration curves for four hygrometers. Values are for lithium chloride, 
sodium iodide and sodium chloride at an ambient temperature 23.4°-23.9°C, with 
relative humidity being measured at an ambient temperature of 39°C. The highest value 
is that of sodium chloride at an ambient temperature of 39°C, with relative humidity 
being measured at an ambient temperature of 39°C.
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3.3.3 Body temperatures
Deep body and cutaneous temperatures were measured continuously throughout 
each trial. Since the notion of a single Tc being an adequate reflection of the ’regulated 
Tc* is open to question, Tc was measured form three different sites.
3.3.3.1 Rectal temperature
Rectal temperature (Tre) was measured using a thermistor (Yellow Springs 
Instruments Co., Inc., YSI probe no. 401, Ohio, U.S.A.), inserted 12 cm beyond the 
anal sphincter. Data was recorded before, during and after each local manipulation 
throughout the sensitivity trials from a tele-thermometer (Yellow Springs Instrument 
Co., Inc., YSI model 46, Ohio, U.S.A.).
3.3.3.2 Auditory canal temperature
Auditory canal temperature (Tac; zero-gradient aural thermometry: after Keatinge 
& Sloan, 1975) was measured during the acclimation and both thermal sensitivity trials. 
Separate thermistors monitored the temperature of the auditory (aural) canal and an 
outer ear heating pad. A servo-heating unit warmed and maintained the outer ear pad 
at the temperature of the auditory canal, thus isolating it from environmental artefacts. 
This technique has been quantitatively validated in our laboratory against oesophageal, 
tympanic and rectal temperatures (Maw & Taylor, 1992; Cotter et al. , 1994), with Tac 
typically falling 0.21 °C above oesophageal (r=0.940), 0.19°C above tympanic 
(r =0.974) and 0.21 °C less than rectal temperature (r=0.965). However, this technique 
resulted in some discomfort when used in combination with the head perfusion patch. 
Tac was sampled at 1 Hz and stored on a mains-isolated IBM compatible laptop 
computer (Total Peripherals, Notebook 486SX, Sydney, Australia), via a 12-bit analog- 
to-digital converter (Computer Boards Inc., PPIO-A18, Mansfield, U.S.A.).
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In seven of the eight subjects Tac was measured using an ear moulded plug, with 
a thermistor protruding 1 cm from the mould. This technique did not use a servo- 
controlled heating pad, although a large piece of cotton wool was placed over the ear 
to thermally shield the thermistor from the environment, which differed only minimally 
from Tc. This technique was shown to parallel that of the servo-controlled aural 
thermometry in pilot trials. Data were stored on a Squirrel data logger (Grant, 1200 
Series, U.K.) at 0.2 Hz and downloaded to an IBM compatible PC at the completion 
of each trial.
3.3.3.3 Oesophageal temperature
An oesophageal temperature probe (YSI mini-thermistor, type 401) was inserted 
transnassally prior to each thermal sensitivity trial. The insertion length (L) was 
determined from the equation;
L = 0.479 x (sitting height(cm)) - 4.44 cm (Mekjavic and Rempel, 1990)
The naso-pharyngeal mucosa were treated with a topical anaesthetic (Xylocaine, Astra 
Pharmaceuticals, Australia) prior to probe insertion. The probe was then inserted by a 
trained experimenter. Once the probe entered the pharynx, subjects drank water through 
a straw to avoid the probe entering the trachea, and to aid in the swallowing of the 
probe. The mass of water was noted for the determination of body mass changes during 
the trial. Data were stored on a Squirrel data logger (Grant, 1200 Series, U.K.) at 0.2 
Hz, and downloaded to an IBM compatible PC at the completion of each trial.
3.3.3.4 Skin temperatures
During a local skin manipulation 5 thermistors (mini-thermistors, YSI, Type 
EU) tracked the change in skin temperature at each of the right hand, forearm, upper 
arm, and facial regions. A single thermistor remained positioned adjacent to the sweat 
capsule under the perfusion patch throughout the whole trial, the other four thermistors 
were only present under the perfusion patch during the local temperature manipulation.
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Two thermistors were positioned at the water inlet and two at the water outlet. A 
thermistor also remained fixed at the left calf adjacent to the sweat capsule throughout 
the trial. Data were recorded using a Squirrel data logger (Grant, 1200 Series, U.K.) 
at 0.2 Hz and subsequently being down loaded to an IBM compatible PC.
Skin temperatures (mini-thermistors, YSI) were also monitored at the 
contralateral non-manipulated regions of the arm, adjacent to the sweat capsules. These 
sites were the left upper-arm, forearm and hand. Local temperatures were also 
monitored at the right upper portion of the chest, right upper portion of the scapular, 
right mid-anterior thigh, right medial-anterior calf and right dorsal portion of the foot 
to obtain mean skin temperature. The following equation was used to determine Tsk:
Tsk = a*0.07 + (b + c/2)*0.07 + (d + e/2)*0.07 + (f +  g/2)*0.05 +
h*0.175 + i*0.175 + j*0.19 + k*0.2 (ISO, 1992). 
where:
Tsk = mean skin temperature (°C) 
a = forehead (°C) 
b = right upper-arm (°C) 
c = left upper-arm (°C) 
d = right forearm (°C) 
e = left forearm (°C) 
f = right hand (°C) 
g = left hand (°C)
h = right upper portion of the scapular (°C) 
i =  right upper portion of the chest (°C) 
j = right mid-anterior thigh (°C) 
k = left medial-anterior calf (°C)
Data for the thermistors not under a perfusion patch, or at the left calf, were 
recorded using a second Squirrel data logger (Grant, 1200 Series, U.K.) at 0.2 Hz and 
subsequently being downloaded to an IBM compatible PC, for subjects 4 to 8. Subjects
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1 to 3 data were recorded manually before, during and after each local manipulation 
throughout the sensitivity trials from a tele-thermometer (Yellow Springs Instrument 
Co., Inc., YSI model 46, Ohio, U.S.A.).
Mean body temperature (Tb) was calculated using the mean of the three 
measures of core temperature and Tsk. The following equation was used to determine 
T b:
Tb = (Tc * 0.8) + (Tsk * 0.2) (Vallerand et al.y 1992). 
where:
Tb = mean body temperature (°C)
Tc = mean core temperature (°C; mean of oesophageal, auditory 
canal and rectal temperatures)
Tsk = mean skin temperature
3.3.3.4.1 Determination o f thermistor reliability and use
Problems in Tskl arose when examining the data during regional manipulations. 
It was evident that some thermistors had become lose, with the major thermal influence 
being other than the skin surface. Therefore, the change score being the mean 
temperature prior to manipulation (one minute) being subtracted from the mean 
temperature at the end of the manipulation (one minute), were first calculated for each 
of the five thermistors under the manipulation perfusion patch. If the differences 
between the five thermistors were greater than 1°C, the data were further examined 
with a view to data exclusion. This involved visually observing both the baseline 
temperature and the response characteristics of each thermistor, as a function of time. 
To be discarded a thermistor needed to read excessively high or low, with no other 
thermistors in close proximity, or an abnormal response curve, in comparison to the 
other thermistors. These thermistors were subsequently discarded from further analysis. 
Of the 600 thermistor recordings 20 were discarding, being 3.3%.
A mean for each of the five thermistors placed under the perfusion patch over
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the 7-min manipulation period was also obtained, if all five thermistors provided 
accurate indicators of the temperature manipulation. During non-manipulation periods, 
a single thermistor remained under the perfusion patch, and provided data for the whole 
13-min period, when a manipulation was not taking place. This data included periods 
in which skin temperature was being reduced or elevated following a previous perfusion 
patch manipulation.
3.3.3.5 Calibration
All mini-thermistors and temperature probes used to measure Tre, Tac, Tcs, Tskl 
and were calibrated before testing. Probes were grouped together and placed in a 
38-litre stirred, water bath (Grant, U.K.) together with a NATA (National Association 
of Testing Authorities) certified thermometer (Dobbie Instruments, Dobros total 
immersion, Australia). Thermistors used to record Tskl and T ^  were calibrated over 
the temperature range from 20°C to 50°C, with values being recorded at every 5°C 
increment, 5 minutes after the stabilisation of the new temperature. The remaining 
thermistors (Tre, Tac, and Tes) were calibrated over a 10°C range (35°-45°C) being 
recorded at 2°C increments, with a five minute stabilisation period. A linear equation 
was fitted to the recorded thermistor data and the known temperatures from the NATA 
certified thermometer. These equations, established for each thermistor, were used to 
convert thermistor data, obtained during trials, to corrected temperatures.
3.3.4 Cardiac frequency
During the thermal sensitivity trials cardiac frequency was obtained from 
ventricular depolarisation and was monitored continuously at 0.2Hz (Polar Electro 
SportTester, PE4000, Finland). Data were downloaded to an IBM compatible PC at the 
commencement of each trial. Validation of this system has been carried out in our 


















Figure 3.4 Comparison of the Sports Tester to a 5 lead ECG during seated rest, cycle 
exercise at 150W, and seated recovery (Osborne, 1994).
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3.3.5 Mass and height
Before and after each trial, the subject’s mass was determined using high 
resolution platform scales (A&D,-Model No. fw-150k, California), calibrated against 
known standards. Height was determined using a stadiometer (Holtain Ltd., U.K.).
3.3.6 Psychophysical variables
Thermal sensations for both the whole body and local sites were recorded using 
a modified 10 point scale (Gagge et al. , 1967). The question was asked "How does the 
temperature of your body/skin region feel?" with the subjects answering on a scale 1­
13. Thermal discomfort was also recorded for both whole body and local sensations. 
The question was asked "How comfortable do you feel with the temperature of your 
whole body/skin region?"; subjects answered on a scale of 1 to 5 (Gagge et al. , 1967).
Whole-body recordings for the three variables were taken prior to entering the 
chamber, at the commencement and end of data collection, and prior to each 
manipulation. Local and whole body thermal sensations and discomforts, and affect 
values were recorded 60 seconds after the subject felt a change in temperature at the 
manipulation site.
3.3.7 Ambient conditions
Ambient temperature of the climate chamber was monitored continuously and 
recorded with the use of a Squirrel data logger (Grant, 1200 series, U.K.) at 0.2 Hz. 
Relative humidity and ambient temperature were also monitored at the air outlet of the 
climatic chamber every 30 seconds. These data were used by computer software to 
regulate chamber conditions. Wind velocity (Hand anemometer, OSK 756, Ogawa Seiki 
Co., Ltd, Japan) was observed during each trial, adjacent to the subject and found to 
be less than 0.03 m.sec'1. Black globe temperature was within 0.5°C of ambient
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temperature.
3.3.8 Subject preparation -
Subjects reported to the laboratory 2 hours before the commencement of data 
collection. On arrival, subjects’ mass and height were recorded, auditory canal and 
rectal thermistors were then inserted by the subject. An oesophageal thermistor was 
inserted under topical anaesthesia (Xylocaine, Astra Pharmaceuticals, Australia), by an 
experimenter, and a Sport Tester fitted. Sweat capsules were glued to the skin, using 
Colliodon (Mavidon, U.S.A), before entering the chamber. Instructions for the 
psychophysical variables were read to each subject and recorded, prior to entering the 
chamber. This process took between 45-60 minutes to complete.
On entering the chamber subjects donned the perfusion garment, with skin 
thermistors being attached with a single layer of porous tape (Leukofix BDF, 
Germany). Sweat capsules were flushed with lithium chloride before being connected 
to the hygrometers. This task was conducted as soon as the water perfusion suit was 
attached to prevent sweat accumulation within the capsules. These tasks took a further 
45-60 minutes before data collection could begin.
Complete subject preparation for the H30 trial was conducted inside the chamber 
so as the subject was fully equilibrated with the environment. The subject preparation 
for the H36 trial could not be carried out in the chamber as it would have been difficult 
to secure the sweat capsules to a wet surface. It was thought that subjects would adjust, 
initiate thermoregulatory responses, within the setup time, securing of the water 
perfusion suit and thermistors, of the H36 trial.
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3.4 Design and analysis
3.4.1 Determination of sweat rate alteration with manipulation
Prior to starting the experiments, a 5 minute baseline of relative humidity sample 
was recorded. The humidity sensors recorded the relative humidity of the Lithium 
Chloride solution and not that of the air leaving the skin. This was taken as a system 
zero value. The mean value of each capsule during this period was subsequently 
subtracted from the respective capsules, adjusting for minor day-to-day alterations of 
the solutions.
To determine the effect of each manipulation on msw, baseline means (4 min), 
with the capsules attached to the skin, were obtained before the start of each Tskl 
manipulation. This baseline was subtracted from msws obtained during each Tskl 
manipulation. The 7 min manipulation msw data were then integrated with respect to 
time, to derive sweat secretion (mg cm'2) for the duration of the Tskl manipulation. If 
there were no evidence of sweating before, during or after the manipulation the 
resultant integration was said to be zero, 143 of the 1024 msw measures were set a zero. 
In some trials there was a drift in the non-sweating baselines. This was caused by an 
inadvertent rise in air temperature outside the chamber, which slowly affected the 
temperature of the lithium chloride solution. To correct for this trend curves were 
derived for traces in which this trend was evident, with the area under these being 
subtracted from the area under the manipulation msw trace.
The relative change in each local msw was determined by subtracting the mean 
msw during the seven manipulation, from that of the msw prior to the manipulation and 
subsequently dividing by the prior mean. This reflected the magnitude of change in msw 
in relation to the prior base rhsw. As a large msw could possibly increase with more ease 
than that of a region that is marginally sweating, since sweat glands need to be filled 
with fluid, primed, before expulsion can occur.
Local msw was also compared to msw at the reference position, that of the left
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calf. For this comparison the reference msw was subtracted from the local msw, and the 
result divided by the reference site.
3.4.2 Statistical analysis
The study is based upon a repeated measures factorial design, with two levels 
of factor one (thermal stress: H30 and H36) and two levels of factor two (local thermal 
stimulation: heating and cooling; Table 3.3). Subjects were fully crossed for both 
factors, with data being analysed using MANOVA, t-test and Pearson correlation. 
Tukey’s HSD post hoc analysis was used to isolate source of significant differences. 
Alpha was set at the 0.05 level.
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Table 3.3 The 2 x 2  factorial design of the present investigation. Two levels of factor 
one being environmental conditions, air temperature was regulated at 36.69°C (H36) 
and 30.96°C (H30) and water perfusion suit temperature was regulated at 37°C (H36) 
and 36.5°C (H30). The two levels of factor two were; hot water which elevated local 
skin temperature 3°C above the neutral skin temperature and cool water which reduced 










4.1 Changes in body temperatures accompanying local temperature manipulations
The differing environmental conditions and perfusion suit water temperatures 
successfully induced two states in which skin temperatures, core temperatures and 
subsequently body temperatures were elevated in the H36 trial in comparison to the H30 
trial (Table 4.1 & 4.2).
4.1.1 Local skin temperatures
Local skin temperatures (Tskl) at the four sites of the experimental manipulation 
were significantly elevated and reduced, relative to the neutral, pre-manipulation period, 
within each of the environmental states, during local heating and cooling respectively 
(p<0.05; Table 4.1 & 4.2). In the H36, trial Tskls were elevated across the four 
manipulation sites from 36.73 ±0.05°C (X ±SEM; this value is the mean of the one 
minute period prior to manipulation) to 39.77 ±0.06°C (the mean of the last minute 
of the manipulation period), and reduced from 36.72 ±0.04°C to 33.69 ±0.13°C. 
Over the corresponding time intervals in the H30 trial, Tskls were elevated from 35.87 
±0.06°C to 38.86 ±0.08°C, and reduced from 35.96 ±0.06°C to 32.93 ± 0 .1 1°C. 
The mean changes in Tskl during heating were 3.04 ±0.07°C (H36; mean of the last 
minute of manipulation minus the mean of the minute preceding the manipulation) and 
2.99 ±0.06°C (H30), while local cooling resulted in Tskl changes of 3.02 ±0.10°C 
(H36), and 3.03 ±0.08°C (H30). These data confirm that the experimental 
manipulations, within each environmental state, successfully and consistently modified 
the Tskl.
The uniformity of local skin temperatures between regions increased with 
elevated ambient temperature (Figures 4.1 & 4.2). In the H30 trial a larger variation 
in Tskl between regions was present, with left forearm and hand, scapular and calf
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Table 4.1 Body temperatures in supine males prior (neutral) to and during local skin 
temperature manipulations (treatment) in trials where mean skin temperature was held 
at approximately 36.69°C using a water perfusion suit and air temperature was 
regulated at 30.96°C. (Data are means with standard errors of the means in brackets).
N eutral T reatm ent
W ater S ite f  s ld T c T * Tb Tgid TA C T 8k Tb
H d 35.91 36.65 34.82 36.28 3 8 .18f 36.66 34.97 36.32
(0.05) (0.08) (0.15) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.15) (0.08)
H eat U a 35.77 36.68 34.73 36.31 3 7 .87 t 36.69 34.98 36.35
(0.19) (0.05) (0.32) (0.11) (0.13) (0.06) (0.16) (0.07)
F a 35.80 36.65 35.89 36.30 3 8 .I l f 36.68 35.26 36.39
(0.28) (0.07) (0.15) (0.08) (0.17) (0.07) (0.21) (0.07)
H n 35.76 36.68 35.28 36.40 3 8 .15 t 36.69 35.35 36.42
(0.14) (0.05) (0.21) (0.06) (0.28) (0.05) (0.21) (0.06)
H d 35.96 36.69 34.84 36.32 3 3 .89 t 36.69 34.68 36.29
(0.07) (0.08) (0.17) (0.08) (0.16) (0.08) (0.18) (0.08)
C ool U a 36.06 36.73 34.88 36.36 33 .99 t 36.74 34.80 36.35
(0.12) (0.06) (0.15) (0.07) (0.18) (0.07) (0.18) (0.08)
Fa 35.67 36.70 35.28 36.41 33 .80 t 36.71 35.26 36.42
(0.39) (0.06) (0.21) (0.07) (0.15) (0.06) (0.21) (0.07)
H n 35.78 36.71 35.25 36.42 3 3 .38 t 36.71 35.22 36.41
(0.17) (0.05) (0.21) (0.06) (0.22) (0.05) (0.22) (0.06)
Abbreviations: Hd = Head; Ua = Upper arm; Fa = Forearm; Hn = Hand;
Tskl = local skin temperature; Tc = the mean of oesophageal, auditory canal and 
rectal temperatures; Tsk = mean skin temperature; Tb = mean body temperature; 
f  = difference between control and treatment. Tskl are significantly different at 
the 0.05 level.
Notes: Neutral values represent means obtained from the 4 min preceding each 
manipulation of local region temperature. The treatment values are means 
determined across each 7 min manipulation.
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Table 4.2 Body temperatures in supine males prior (neutral) to and during local skin 
temperature manipulations (treatment) in trials where mean skin temperature was held 
at approximately 36.91 °C using a water perfusion suit and air temperature was 
regulated at 36.45°C. (Data are means with standard errors of the means in brackets).
N eutral T reatm ent

































































































































Abbreviations: Hd = Head; Ua = Upper arm; Fa = Forearm; Hn = Hand;
Tskl = local skin temperature; Tc = the mean of oesophageal, auditory canal and 
rectal temperatures; Tsk = mean skin temperature; Tb = mean body temperature; 
f  =  difference between control and treatment. Tskl are significantly different at 
the 0.05 level.
Notes: Neutral values represent means obtained from the 4 min preceding each 
manipulation of local region temperature. The treatment values are means 
determined across each 7 min manipulation.
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Figure 4.1 Regional skin temperatures during local heating and cooling of four 
treatment skin surfaces (head, upper arm, forearm, hand), while the mean skin 
temperature was held at approximately 36.69°C using a water perfusion suit, and air 
temperature was regulated at 30.96°C. Heating and cooling data were obtained across 
the seven minutes of a manipulation, with local skin temperatures during a local 
manipulation being the mean of five thermistors placed beneath the perfusion patch. 
Neutral data are means of the non-manipulation periods of a trial. Data are means and 
standard errors of the means. An asterisk is used to signify where local skin 
temperature manipulation differed significantly (p<0.05) from the neutral data.
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Figure 4.2 Regional skin temperatures during local heating and cooling of four
treatment skin surfaces (head, upper arm, forearm, hand), while the mean skin
temperature was held at approximately 36.91 °C using a water perfusion suit, and air 
temperature was regulated at 36.45°C. Heating and cooling data were obtained across 
the seven minutes of a manipulation, with local skin temperatures during a local 
manipulation being the mean of five thermistors placed beneath the perfusion patch. 
Neutral data are means of the non-manipulation periods of a trial. Data are means and 
standard errors of the means. An asterisk is used to signify where local skin 
temperature manipulation differed significantly (p< 0.05) from the neutral data.
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possessing lower Tskls. The large variance in the right forearm temperature during the 
H36 trial was a result of the thermistor beneath the perfusion patch of subject S8, being 
offset by approximately 4°C. The thermistor responded correctly, while being displaced 
during heating and cooling to the same magnitude as the other four thermistors, to local 
skin manipulation therefore the temperature data from this thermistor was included. 
During Tskl manipulations, skin temperature at all the untreated sites remained relatively 
unchanged (Figures 4.1 & 4.2). The Tskl manipulations were therefore localised to the 
segment treated, and did not influence Tskl of regions either immediately adjacent or 
contralateral to the treated segment during the manipulation periods.
4.1.2 Mean skin temperature
Mean skin temperature (Tsk) was calculated by incorporating both manipulated 
and non-manipulated skin regions, thus providing an assessment of the extent to which 
the Tskl change affected Tsk. The temperatures used for the hand, forearm and upper arm 
were a mean of the right and left limbs, since these were also local manipulation sites, 
and it was believed that a better index of Tsk would be derived by averaging. 
Accordingly, Tsk was elevated and reduced during heating and cooling, especially when 
manipulating the face, as there is no contralateral region which act to reduce the impact 
of the local temperature manipulation. Although Tsk was altered during local skin 
manipulations, this change did not reach significance (p> 0.05; Figure 4.3). Therefore, 
statistically, the thermal drive from the skin, in its entirety, was not deemed to have 
been altered during Tskl manipulations, for any regional manipulations during cooling 
or heating in either the H36 or the H30 trials. Thus, the only skin temperature 
modification induced by the current experiment was a local effect, restricted solely to 
the site of the Tskl manipulation.
During all trials, Tsk remained unchanged between the first and last minute of 
data collection in both the H36 (35.32 ±0.11 versus 36.15 ±0.15°C) and the H30 
trials (34.96 ±0.14 versus 35.15 ± 0 .11°C; p>0.05). However, the Tsk between 
environmental conditions was significantly elevated in the H36 (36.20 ±0.10°C) as
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L ocal s k in  r e g io n  m a n ip u la t e d
Figure 4.3 Mean skin temperature and mean body temperature during trials where 
mean skin temperatures were held at approximately 36.91 °C (H36) and 36.69°C (H30) 
using a water perfusion suit and air temperatures were regulated at 36.45°C (H36) and 
30.96°C (H30). Heating and cooling data were obtained across the seven minutes of a 
manipulation. Neutral data are means of the four minute non-manipulation periods 
preceding the heating and cooling respectively. Data are means and standard errors of 
the means.
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compared to the H30 trial (34.97 ±0.12°C; /?<0.05). Therefore, it can be concluded 
that Tsk was effectively clamped across the full duration of each trial, and the 
combination of ambient conditions and the perfusion garment enabled satisfactory 
differentiation of Tsk between environmental conditions.
4.1.3 Core temperatures
There was a constant temperature offset between the three core temperature 
indices (Figures 4.4 & 4.5), with Tac being higher than Tes, and Tre being higher than 
Tes. The three indices of core temperature remained unchanged during each Tskl 
manipulation in both the H30 and H36 trials (p>0.05; Figures 4.4 & 4.5). The mean 
core temperature (Tc), derived from averaging the three core temperatures indices, 
similarly did not differ during either cooling or heating of a local skin region (p > 0.05; 
Figures 4.4 & 4.5). Therefore, the Tskl manipulations did not affect body core 
temperature, remaining isolated exclusively at the site where the manipulation took 
place. Resultant alterations in sweat output could therefore be said to be independent 
of Tc changes.
The level of Tc differed between trials, being elevated in the H36 trial (36.91 
±0.05 versus 36.69 ±0.06°C; p<0.05). It can consequently be concluded that the 
combination of ambient conditions and perfusion garment water temperatures acted to 
clamp Tc at two different levels, permitting investigation of the effects of Tskl changes 
on sweat rate, without the confounding influence of Tc change.
During cooling, Tc tended to marginally increase, possibly caused by a reduction 
in heat flow to the periphery, transiently resulting in a retention of heat at the body 
core. Heating also tended to cause an elevation in Tc. However, the observed increase 
of 0.01-0.02°C was within the measurement accuracy of the apparatus, this being 
0.05°C, and cannot be considered to be of physiological consequence.
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Figure 4.4 Oesophageal (Tes), auditory canal (Tac), rectal (Tre) and mean core 
temperature (Tc) during regional skin temperature manipulations, during trials where 
mean skin temperature was held at approximately 36.69°C using a water perfusion suit 
and air temperature was regulated at 30.96°C. Heating and cooling data were obtained 
across the seven minutes of a manipulation. Neutral data are means of the four minute 
non-manipulation periods preceding the heating and cooling respectively. Tc is the mean 
of the three core temperature indices. Data are means and standard errors of the means.
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Figure 4.5 Oesophageal (Tes), auditory canal (Tac), rectal (Tre) and mean core 
temperature (Tc) during regional skin temperature manipulations, during trials where 
mean skin temperature was held at approximately 36.91 °C using a water perfusion suit 
and air temperature was regulated at 36.45°C. Heating and cooling data were obtained 
across the seven minutes of a manipulation. Neutral data are means of the four minute 
non-manipulation periods preceding the heating and cooling respectively. Tc is the mean 
of the three core temperature indices. Data are means and standard errors of the means.
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All three measures of Tc remained relatively constant throughout both the H30 
and H36 trials. However, over the three hour duration of a single trial, Tc tended to 
increase. In the H30 trial this tendency was not significant (p> 0.05). In the H36 trial 
Tac was elevated by 0.18 ±0.08°C (p=0.05), Tre by 0.31 ±0.08°C (p< 0.05), Tes by 
0.17 ±0.10 (p>0.05) and Tc by 0.24 ±0.08°C (p<0.05) from the commencement to 
end of the trial. Each measure of Tc responded uniformly, with no single indicator of 
Tc exhibiting unique responses to local heating or local cooling.
4.1.4 Mean body temperature
Mean body temperature (Tb) was calculated using the weighting of 0.8 and 0.2 
for the Tc and Tsk respectively (after Vallerand et al. , 1992). Core temperature used for 
the calculation of Tb was Tc. During both local heating and cooling, Tb did not differ 
from that obtained during non-manipulation periods, in either the H30 or H36 trials 
(p>0.05; Table 4.1; Figure 4.3). However, Tb was significantly elevated in the H36 
(36.79 ±0 .05°C), compared to the H30 trial (36.36 ±0.06°C; p<0.05).
4.2 Cardiac frequency and psychophysical variables.
While marginally elevated in the hotter experimental conditions (H36), cardiac 
frequency ( fc) was not affected by either heating or cooling local skin surfaces, or by 
the site of local skin manipulation. In the H36 trials, f c averaged 63.6 (±3.2) homin'1, 
the main effect of water temperature produced a probability of 0.995 (F = 0.025 [3,112], 
power=0.055), and the main effect of site of stimulus application gave a probability 
of 0.918 (F=0.168 [3,112], power=0.082). For the H30 condition the corresponding 
data were: 60.3 (±3.3) bonin'1; F=0.031 [3,112], p = 0.993, power=0.056; and 
F=0.211 [3,112], p = 0 .889, power=0.90.
The localised application of warm and cool thermal stimuli to each of the four 
skin regions generally resulted in non-significant elevations and reductions in whole-
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body thermal sensation (Figure 4.6). In the H36 condition, neither the main effect of 
treatment water temperature (F=2.418 [3,112], /?=0.070, power=0.590) nor the site 
of stimulus application main effect (F=0.725 [3,112], p =0.539, power=0.200) were 
significant. Similar results were observed for the H30 trials (p=0.760, power=0.127 
and 0.866, power=0.096, respectively). Therefore, while whole-body thermal sensation 
appeared to be more powerfully influenced during facial treatments (Figure 4.6), these 
differences did not differ significantly from those induced by treatments applied to other 
body sites. An identical pattern was observed for whole-body thermal comfort (Figure
4.6) . In the H36 state, the water main effect was not significant (F = 0.374 [3,112], 
p =0.772, power=0.123), and the treatment site main effect was not significant 
(F=0.789 [3,112],/?=0.502, power=0.215), while in the 1130 state, the corresponding 
main effects were again not significant (p=0.723, power=0.138 and 0.931, 
power=0.078, respectively).
Local thermal sensation and thermal comfort were significantly elevated during 
heating of a local skin region (p< 0.05) and decreased during cooling (/?<0.05; Figure
4.7) in both the H30 and H36 trials. These data confirm that the magnitude of the skin 
temperature changes (+3.03°C and -2.95°C) induced by the local perfusion patch 
treatments, resulted in physiologically significant thermal stimuli to which the subjects 
were able to provide sensation votes, permitting discrimination between the different 
stimuli. No differences, in local thermal sensation or thermal comfort, existed between 
treatment sites (H36: thermal sensation F=0.157 [3,112],/?=0.925, power=0.08, and 
thermal comfort F =  1.159 [3,112], p =0.329, power=0.30; H30 thermal sensation 
F=0.428 [3,112], /?=0.734, power=0.09, and thermal comfort F=0.187 [3,112], 
p =0.734, power=0.13). Therefore, no manipulation region resulted in the perception 
of hotter or cooler thermal stimuli relative to that perceived by any of the other three 
sites of Tskl manipulation. If such manipulations affected sweating, they must have done 
so without providing differential thermal inputs to the sensory cortex.
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Figure 4.6 Changes in whole-body thermal sensation and thermal comfort during the 
application of local heating and cooling stimuli to four discretely controlled skin surface 
areas (248.87 ±0.17 cm2). Data were collected during mean skin temperatures of 
36.91 °C (H36) and 36.69°C (H30) and ambient temperatures regulated at 36.45°C 
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Figure 4.7 Changes local thermal sensation and thermal comfort during the application 
of local heating and cooling stimuli to four discretely controlled skin surface areas 
(248.87 ±0.17 cm2). Data were collected during mean skin temperatures of 36.91 °C 
(H36) and 36.69°C (H30) and ambient temperatures regulated at 36.45°C (H36) and 
30.96°C (H30), and are reported as means, with standard errors of the means.
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4.3 Sweat rate changes during localised temperature manipulations.
4.3.1 Differences in sweat responses between subjects.
Sweat rate (msw) at all eight recording sites exhibited large pulsatile variations 
throughout the H36 trial, while in the H30 trial, msws at all sites, except the calf, were 
negligible, pulsing infrequently. The pulsatile action of the sweat response was intrained 
between regions; if one region displayed a transient peak, the other seven sites almost 
invariably experienced a simultaneous peak in sweat output (Figure 4.8). The individual 
sweat traces in Figure 4.8 have been offset to increase the clarity of the changes at each 
region of sweat recording. Thus, the y-axis is not a precise representation of the 
absolute msw, but reflects relative changes in rhsw between and within sites. When 
comparing, between skin regions, the time at which rhsws experienced a transient peak, 
during the first ten minutes (neutral Tskl) of data collection, no significant differences 
resulted (p>0.05). Therefore, each region experienced a transient peak at the same 
point in time. The synchrony between contralateral skin regions is evident, with the 
relative changes being approximately equal during peaks in msw. Measures of core and 
skin temperatures remained constant during this ten minute period, yet large variations 
in msw can be seen.
During a Tskl alteration, msw was not always displaced in the same direction as 
the temperature change of the locally manipulated skin region. This paradoxical change 
in msw was, at least in part, attributed to the localised temperature change not 
overcoming the thermal sudomotor drive of the whole-body. This non-uniform response 
resulted in large variability in the msw response between subjects, and between the 
manipulated regions. In the H36 trial, one subject (S7) experienced a reduction in 
whole-body msw (sum of eight sites) with head heating; two subjects responded similarly 
during upper arm (SI & S7) and hand (SI & S2) heating, and one subject (S6) 
experienced a reduction during forearm heating. Similarly, during cooling one subject’s 
(SI) msw increased during the head temperature manipulation, six subjects (SI, S2, S4, 
S5, S7, & S8) elevated their msw during forearm manipulations, five (S2, S3, S4, S7, 
& S8) during upper arm cooling, and three (S3, S6, & S8) experienced an elevation
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O Calf ■ L.Hand ♦  L .F /A r m  •  L .U /A r mv  H ead  O R .H and □ R .F /A r m  a  R .U /A r m
Figure 4.8 Typical sweat rate and body temperature responses during the initial ten 
minutes of data collection (subject SI), with no local skin temperature manipulations. 
Abbreviations: Tac = auditory canal temperature; TC1 = oesophageal temperature;
Tsk = mean skin temperature.
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during hand manipulations.
Heating of local skin regions seemed to elicit a more uniform msw response than 
did cooling. At times, cooling manipulations resulted in large increases in msw, which 
were at least as large as the greatest reduction in msw. During cooling in the H30 trial, 
minimal alterations in msw were observed, since most sites of recording were not 
consistently sweating, therefore there could be no msw reduction. Similarly, heating 
local skin regions in the H30 trial did not produce a consistent elevation in msw.
Local heating manipulations, in the H30 trial, elevated msw although the increase 
did not always occur within the seven minute period. For subject S4 the left hand 
experienced an increase in sweat output within 30 seconds of cessation of heating, with 
a further increase in sweat output at approximately 2 minutes, which coincided with an 
increase in sweat output at the right hand (Figure 4.9). Similarly, when heating the 
head, sweat output at both hands increased within seconds of the cessation of heating. 
While it can not be conclusively stated that these increases in sweat output are due to 
heating it seems quite possible that the elevation is related to the prior heating 
manipulation. It seems that a critical level of neural drive is required before sweat is 
recruited on the upper body regions, once sweat output at the calf is increased above 
a certain level sweating commences at the hands.
Heating of the head (subject S3) in the H36 trial produced a large increase in 
msw (Figure 4.9), with the elevation being maintained even after the cessation of 
heating. Upper arm heating produced little change in msw in this subject, and Tskl 
manipulation possibly had minimal influence on msw. These results may indicate the 
possible differing thermal sensitivities of each skin region, or the variability within 
subjects to Tskl manipulations.
When examining the response exhibited by subject S2, to cooling in the H30 
trial, no clear reduction in msw can be found, since msw was at relatively low levels 
(Figure 4.10). The first cooling manipulation of the upper-arm maintained a reduced 
msw for the first four minutes after which msw increased considerably. Sweating ceased
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o Calf ▼ Head a L.Hand ♦ R.Hand □ L.Upper a r m  •  R.Upper a rm
Time (mins)
Figure 4.9 The sweat rate and body temperature responses of subject S4 (H30; top 
graphs) and S3 (H36; bottom graphs) during local heating of the right forearm and right 
hand (right upper arm and right hand; H36), while mean skin temperatures were held 
at 36.69°C (H30) and 36.91 °C (H36) and air temperatures were regulated at 30.96°C 
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Figure 4.10 The sweat rate and body temperature responses of subject S2 (H30; top 
graphs) and S7 (H36; bottom graphs) during local cooling of the right upper arm and 
head (right hand and right upper arm; H36), while mean skin temperatures were held 
at 36.69°C (H30) and 36.91 °C (H36) and air temperatures were regulated at 30.96°C 
(H30) and 36.45°C (H36).
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at the head, right hand and both upper-arm regions. If the pulse in msw did not occur 
just prior to cooling, no change in msw would have resulted, since no sweating would 
have been present before or during the manipulation. The increase of msw approximately 
four minutes after the commencement of the manipulation is unexplainable, it would 
seem that the drive for sweating, originating at the other skin regions and 
hypothalamus, overcomes the cooling of Tskl. This overriding drive for whole-body 
thermal sweating is short lived with a further reduction in msw approximately 2 minutes 
later. Cooling of the head, similarly produced an obscure response. msws at the head, 
right hand and both upper arms were not altered as no reductions were possible when 
sweating is not present. The most evident reduction in msw was produced at the calf, 
although the suppression was only slight. The large peak in rhsw occurring within a few 
minutes after the cessation of cooling may suggest that the head cooling did suppress 
msw or that the re-warming of head produced the elevation in msw. It can be seen that 
cooling manipulations during the H30 trial proved difficult in determining the resultant 
affect of Tskl manipulation. Possibly the calf was the best indicator of the thermal 
sensitivity of a skin region to cooling, since msw was persistent at this site during the 
whole duration of the H30 trial.
The H36 trials resulted in more pronounced sweat responses, but also in large 
variations in msw (Figures 4.9 & 4.10). During cooling, msws were not maintained at 
a reduced level although there were periods where the msw was suppressed. Hand 
cooling seemed to reduce msw after approximately four minutes, with a second decrease 
being experienced after six minutes of cooling. Similarly, when cooling the upper arm 
msws were reduced after 3 to 4 minutes of cooling.
4.3.2 Overall sweat responses to manipulations of local skin temperature
Due to the large variability of the sweat response, both between sites and 
subjects, analyses of the raw msw data proved problematic. Data were therefore analysed 
as msw changes, where data were integrated over 7 min of the Tskl manipulation, and 
expressed as changes in sweat output relative to the pre-manipulation period (Section
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3.4.1).
Sweat responses were initially analysed by collapsing data across both the four 
treatment sites and the eight sites of sweat recording. The integrated sweat output 
resulting from this analysis, relative to that obtained during the preceding control 
period, provided an overall assessment of the effects of local heating and cooling on 
total sweating. Accordingly, heating induced an overall sweat elevation of 17.61 
mg «cm2 (±3.53), while cooling suppressed sweating by -6.67 mg«'2 (±2.70) within the 
H36 condition. Analyses revealed that, at each site where msw was recorded, there was 
a significant difference between the effects of heating and cooling on msw (/?<0.05; 
Appendix D(i)), with the exception of local msw at the head (Figure 4.11). This effect 
was less obvious in the H30 state, resulting in respective changes of 1.20 mg cm'2 
(±0.44) and -0.64 mg cm'2 (±0.83). In this condition, no site revealed a significant 
difference between the sweat responses elicited by heating and cooling: although the left 
forearm approached the level of signifcance (p=0.052; Appendix D(i)).
The ninth manipulation within one trial was the same local skin region (and 
temperature change) as the first manipulation. Data from this treatment exhibited a 
significantly greater elevation in msw when compared to the first manipulation in the 
H36 trial (14.07 ±3.32 versus 46.28 ±6.85 mg cm2; p<  0.05). In the H30 trial the 
difference between the first and ninth manipulation did not reach significance, with the 
first manipulation exhibiting a large elevation in msw when compared to the ninth (0.49 
±0.61 versus -5.38 ±2.89 mgcm2; p = 0.06). The correlations between the first and 
ninth manipulations were very low in both the H36 (r=0.101) and H30 (r=-0.225) 
trials. These results highlight the high within-subject msw variability present in the 
current investigation. Balancing the order of local regions manipulated was designed to 
account for these differences, therefore the greater sweat response which occurred at 
the end of trial should not have affected the regional sensitivity results.
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Figure 4.11 Sweat rate changes induced during heating or cooling of four localised 
treatment regions, during conditions where ambient temperatures were regulated at 
36.45°C (H36) and 30.96°C (H30). Data were derived by expressing sweat rate relative 
to the sweat rate that existed at that site before the treatment was applied (subtraction), 
and are expressed as means and standard errors of the means collapsed across treatment 
regions. An asterisk indicates sources of significant differences between heating and 
cooling treatments within each site (p<0.05).
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4.3 .2 .1  Sweat rate changes at the site o f manipulation
Figure 4.12 contain a summary of the effects of local heating/cooling on msw at 
the site of the temperature treatment. Regardless of water temperature used in the 
treatment, there was no evidence for either localised heating or cooling effects on msw 
(p> 0.05; Appendix D(ii)). That is, while heating tended to elevate and cooling 
suppress sweating, these differences were not significant. Furthermore, more of the 
locally treated sites revealed a greater localised responsiveness to the thermal 
stimulation.
The absence of a differential heating or cooling effect on the sweat response was 
also evident within Figures 4.13 and 4.14. Data for these Figures were obtained by 
integration of the sweat data, with respect to time, across the full duration of the 
treatment, followed by a subtraction of the pre-treatment mean msw. For example, head 
heating under the H36 condition (far left bars, upper panel, Figure 4.13) elicited 
equivalent sweat elevations across each of the eight measurement sites. The apparently 
greater sweat responses of the left and right hands were not significant (p>0.05; 
Appendix D(iii)). The tendency of the local temperature manipulation to induce a sweat 
response locally, was no more powerful that it was at producing a similar response 
within any other skin region.
4.3.2.2 Sweat rate changes at contralateral sites
Because msw was recorded from three sites on the untreated, left arm, data were 
available to assess the effects of heating and cooling on contralateral limb segments. 
The results of the analyses to evaluate contralateral effects are summarised in Appendix 
D(iv). Neither heating nor cooling the hand, forearm or upper arm produced significant 
contralateral influences on sweating (p> 0.05). Close scrutiny of Figure 4.13 (H36) 
reveals that when any arm segment was treated, quantitatively similar sweat responses 


















































Local sk in  r e g io n  m a n i p u l a t e d
Figure 4.12 Sweat rate changes induced during heating or cooling of four localised 
treatment regions, with sweat rate recorded at from the skin region where the 
temperature manipulation took place. Trials were performed under ambient temperatures 
regulated at 36.45°C (H36) and 30.96°C (H30). Data were derived by summing the 
data during the seven minute manipulation period, subtracting the mean of the four 
minute period prior to the local manipulation, and are expressed as means and standard 
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Figure 4.13 Sweat rate changes induced during heating or cooling of four treatment 
regions during conditions where ambient temperature was regulated at 36.45°C. Data 
were derived by summing the data during the seven minute manipulation period, 
subtracting the mean of the four minute period prior to the local manipulation, and are 
expressed as means and standard errors of the means.
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Figure 4.14 Sweat rate changes induced during heating or cooling of four treatment 
regions during conditions where ambient temperature was regulated at 30.96°C. Data 
were derived by summing the data during the seven minute manipulation period, 
subtracting the mean of the four minute period prior to the local manipulation, and are 
expressed as means and standard errors of the means.
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One of the major aims of this investigation was to determine whether one of the 
four upper body skin regions tested exerted a more powerful control over sweat 
excretion. That is did any site exhibit a greater thermal sensitivity? Using the sweat 
output change data determined from differences between the integrated sweat flow 
before and during the local manipulations, differences in thermal sensitivity between the 
manipulated skin regions were examined using a multivariate, repeated-measures 
design. The within-subjects repeated measures were the eight sites for recording msw. 
The integrated change rhsw data were used in these comparisons, since the magnitude 
of the change in msw above or below the pre-manipulated control period was deemed 
most appropriate for comparing the thermal sensitivity of the different skin regions.
Analyses of the sweat change data revealed significant main effects for the 
treatment site (F=3.646 [3,61], p=0.017), and for the temperature of the treatment 
water perfusing each patch (heating versus cooling; F=42.960 [1,63], p < 0.001), and 
a significant interaction for these two independent variables (F= 10.277 [3,61], 
p <  0.001). Since, on average, heating elevated msw while cooling suppressed it, the 
main effect of water temperature satisfactorily explains the interaction.
The main effect of treatment site indicated that between-site thermal sensitivity 
differences existed. Within this context, thermal sensitivity was defined as the presence 
of differences in the overall sweat excretions produced by treating each of the four local 
skin regions: head, right upper arm, right forearm, or right hand. Post hoc contrast 
analysis identified the sources of these significant differences (Appendix D(iv)), with 
data summarised in Figure 4.15. The order of ranking for regional skin thermal 
sensitivity during local heating in the H36 trial was head, hand, upper arm and forearm, 
in descending order. Head and hand heating equivalently altered msw (p>0.05), as did 
heating the hand and upper arm and, heating the upper arm and forearm (p>0.05). 
Heating of the head resulted in significantly greater elevation in msw when compared to 
heating of the upper arm and forearm (p< 0.05). Similarly, heating of the hand 
produced a greater increase in msw than heating the forearm (p<0.05). The head and
4.3.3 Regional sensitivity to local skin temperature manipulations
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Figure 4.15 Mean sweat change output, derived from sweat capsules located at eight 
skin sites during heating and cooling of four skin surfaces of equal surface area (248.87 
±0.17 cm2). Data are means with standard errors of the means, and were collected 
during ambient temperatures of 36.45°C (H36) and 30.96°C (H30). Significant 
differences are indicated by an asterisk (p<0.05).
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hand dominated the drive for thermal sweating, with respect to heating in the H36 trial, 
in the present investigation, with heating of the forearm showing the least thermal 
sensitivity.
Regional skin thermal sensitivities for local heating in the H30 trial resulted in 
rankings of the head, forearm, upper arm and hand, in descending order. Heating of 
the forearm, upper arm and hand resulted in equivalent elevations in msw (p> 0.05). 
The elevation in msw when heating of the head was significantly greater than when 
heating the forearm, upper arm and hand (p<0.05). The head therefore displayed a 
greater thermal sensitivity than the other three skin regions during heating in the H30 
trial.
Cooling the skin surfaces in the H36 trial resulted in a descending rank order 
of the head, hand, forearm and upper arm with respect to regional skin thermal 
sensitivity. No differences existed between the reductions in msw during cooling, when 
the head, hand and forearm were treated (p> 0.05). However, these three regions 
dominated the regulation of msw when compared with upper arm cooling (p<0.05). No 
one skin region solely dominated the sweating response during cooling, although the 
upper arm was least affective in reducing msw.
In the H30 trial, cooling of the four skin surfaces produced the following 
thermal sensitivity ranking: the hand, upper arm, head and forearm. Equivalent 
reductions in msw were found when cooling the hand, upper arm and head skin surfaces 
(p>0.05). Cooling of the forearm was significantly less affective in reducing msw than 
cooling of the hand, upper arm or head (p<0.05). Cooling of the forearm skin surface 
did not reduce msw (Figure 4.15), and no single skin region dominated in the regulation 
of msw.
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4.4 Comparison with previous thermoregulatory models
Local msws recorded at the local site of regional skin temperature manipulations 
were compared to predictions of sweat responses using previously derived models, 
which expressed the thermal drive for sweating in terms of drive originating from the 
measures of Tc, and Tsk and Tskl. Output from these models was evaluated using Tc, Tsk 
and Tskl data from the current project. These outputs were then compared with actual 
msw observations during these trials (Figure 4.16). The three data points within each 
graph represent the effect of Tskl cooling (left), neutral (centre) and heating (right) 
treatments.
The model derived by Nadel et al. (1971a), which accounts for Tskl, seemed to 
best estimate the thermal drive for sweating during heating. The simple additive and 
multiplicative models were minimally altered with respect to changes in Tskl, since the 
Tskl manipulations were reflected through the small changes in Tsk. These two models 
were very sensitive to small changes in Tc, possibly over estimating the importance of 
these temperature changes. These models were derived during transient changes in both 
core and skin temperatures, therefore, possibly do not accurately account for the role 
of these two temperature measures. Small differences exist between the additive and 
multiplicative models of Nadel et al. (1971a) and Hardy and Stolwijk (1966), both 
relying predominantly on changes in Tc. At Tcs near to the threshold for sweating 
predicted from the models, small changes in Tc were very distinct with respect to the 
predicted evaporative heat loss, especially when Tc was below the threshold level for 
sweating.
When comparing Tskl cooling to neutral values in the H30 trial, the local msw was 
reduced, although the predicted drives, from all three models, for evaporative heat loss 
were elevated since Tc was elevated during this cooling period. Local heating in the 
H30 trial elevated local msw, with the evaporative drive for heat loss derived from the 
predictive local model of Nadel et al. (1971a) being similarly elevated. Minimal 
alteration in the predicted drive for evaporative heat loss, with an increase in Tsk], was 
observed when using either the multiplicative or the additive models derived by Hardy
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of three predictive evaporative heat loss models to locally 
measured sweat rate. Data were derived with the use of means of the seven minute 
manipulation period, mean of the four skin region. Core (Tc) and mean skin 
temperature (Tsk) used to derive each set of derived evaporative heat losses are shown 
below the x-axis.
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and Stolwijk (1966) and Nadel et al. (1971a).
In the H36 trial Tskl cooling elevated msw in comparison to neutral values, with 
the Tskl model of Nadel et al. (1971a) predicting a reduction in the drive for evaporative 
heat loss. The additive and multiplicative models, which do not take into account Tskl, 
estimated an elevation in thermal drive for sweating, since Tc was actually elevated 
during cooling. During the heating manipulation local msw was in agreement with the 
predicted evaporative heat loss derived from the local multiplicative model of Nadel et 
al. (1971a). The other models which rely on Tc and Tsk remained relatively unchanged, 
since core temperature was marginally reduced and mean skin temperature was 
elevated. These latter models therefore do not adequately predict changes in local msw 
with respect to changes Tskl.
4.5 Summary
Data from the present investigation confirm that the experimental manipulations, 
within each environmental state, successfully and consistently modified the Tskl. The Tskl 
manipulations were localised to the segment treated, and did not influence Tskl of 
regions either immediately adjacent or contralateral to the treated segment during the 
manipulation periods. Thus, the only skin temperature modification induced by the 
current experiment was a local effect, restricted solely to the site of the Tskl 
manipulation.
Tsk and Tc were effectively clamped across the full duration of each trial, and 
the combination of ambient conditions and the perfusion garment enabled satisfactory 
differentiation of Tsk and Tc between environmental conditions. Therefore, the Tskl 
manipulations did not affect body core temperature, remaining isolated exclusively at 
the site where the manipulation took place. Resultant alterations in sweat output could 
therefore be said to be independent of Tc changes. It can consequently be concluded that 
the combination of ambient conditions and perfusion garment water temperatures acted 
to clamp Tsk and Tc at two different levels, permitting investigation of the effects of Tskl
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changes on sweat rate, without the confounding influence of Tc change.
The localised application of warm and cool thermal stimuli to each of the four 
skin regions generally resulted in non-significant elevations and reductions in whole- 
body thermal sensation. Locally, no manipulation region resulted in differences in 
perception of hot or cool thermal stimuli, relative to that perceived by any of the other 
three sites of Tskl manipulation. If such manipulations affected sweating, they must have 
done so without providing differential thermal inputs to the sensory cortex.
Heating induced an overall sweat elevation, while cooling suppressed sweating. 
The tendency of the local temperature manipulation to induce a sweat response locally, 
was no more powerful that it was at producing a similar response within any other skin 
region. Similarly, neither heating nor cooling the hand, forearm or upper arm produced 
significant contralateral influences on sweating (p>0.05). Close scrutiny of the right 
arm treatments revealed that when any arm segment was treated, quantitatively similar 
sweat responses were elicited on the contralateral limb segments.
When comparing the effect of treatment site on the overall sweat response, the 
main effect of treatment site indicated that between-site thermal sensitivity differences 
existed. Differences between skin regions are summarised in Table 4.3, with ranking 
orders differing between heating and cooling, and between trials. Consistently, the head 
possessed the greatest thermal sensitivity, with the hand also being quite sensitive while 
the forearm appeared relatively insensitive.
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Table 4.3 Summary of the thermal sensitivities of four skin regions, listed in rank 
order, for localised heating and cooling in where air temperatures were regulated at 
36.45°C (H36) and 30.96°C (H30).
H36 H30
Heating Cooling Heating Cooling
Rank Diff Rank Diff Rank Diff Rank Diff
head 1,2 head 1 head 1,2,3 hand 6
hand 6 hand 5 forearm 2 upper arm 4
upper arm 1 forearm 4 upper arm 1 head 2
forearm 2,6 upper arm 1,4,5 hand 3 forearm 2,4,6
Abbreviations: Diff = signifies source of significant differences (p < 0.05) between two 
treatment sites; 1 = head versus upper arm; 2 = head versus forearm;
3 = head versus hand; 4 = upper arm versus forearm; 5 = upper arm versus 
hand; 6 = forearm versus hand.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
While many studies have focused on determining the relative importance of skin 
temperature in comparison to core temperature (Tc) with respect to thermoregulatory 
effector responses, few have focused on the role of individual skin regions. The studies 
that have attempted to determine the relative sensitivities of individual skin regions, 
have lacked adequate control of core and skin temperatures, therefore it is unknown if 
changes in temperature at other skin regions or within the body have inadvertently 
influenced the sweating response. The magnitudes of the temperature elevations and 
reductions in skin temperature at each region, and the area of skin manipulated were 
different between regions, possibly biasing the outcomes towards selected skin regions. 
The present project aimed to precisely manipulate a constant area of skin between 
regions, to elevate skin temperature by 3°C, both above and below control values at 
each skin region, and to clamp core and skin temperatures at non-manipulated sites 
during a regional skin manipulation.
5.1 Changes in body temperatures accompanying local temperature manipulations
All measured body temperatures remained constant within each regional 
manipulation and throughout the duration of the trial, except for the skin region being 
manipulated. Regional temperature manipulations were confined to the area of the skin 
being manipulated, not affecting the temperatures of other skin regions (Figure 4.1 & 
4.2) or the internal body temperature (Figure 4.4 & 4.5).
The magnitude of change in local skin temperatures (Tskl) during a manipulation 
were equal between heating and cooling, between manipulation regions and between 
trials. Mean skin temperature (Tsk) subsequently increased and decreased during heating 
and cooling respectively, although this was solely due to regional manipulations with 
the change in temperature, and did not reach statistical significance. Similarly, while 
all measures of Tc marginally increased during heating and cooling in both trials the
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differences were not significant. It was concluded that the slight change in Tc did not 
affect the effector response, since the change in temperature was within the 
measurement resolution of the recording apparatus (0.05°C), with msw not consistantly 
experiencing an increrase with an elevated Tc. Thus, Tc remained stable throughout all 
regional manipulations. From these measures of skin and core temperatures, it was 
concluded that changes in msw, observed during the course of the current experiment, 
were the result of local changes in skin temperature. The water perfusion suit in 
combination with the computer-controlled climate chamber and the perfusion patches 
successfully clamped, and altered, skin and core temperatures precisely.
5.2 Psychophysical variables
Heating and cooling discrete skin regions resulted in subjects perceiving an 
alteration in thermal sensation and thermal comfort at the local skin region. The 
perceived thermal status of the whole-body was not significantly altered with these Tskl 
manipulations, although there was a tendency for both whole-body thermal sensation 
and thermal comfort to be elevated and reduced during heating and cooling respectively.
No differences were observed for whole-body thermal sensation or thermal 
comfort between the skin regions manipulated during heating and cooling. Similarly, 
differentiation of local thermal sensation and local thermal comfort between the local 
skin regions manipulated were not observed. That is, none of the four treated regions 
displayed greater tendency to elicit a thermal sensation than any other skin regions. 
Several groups have previously found that certain skin regions appear to elicit a greater 
thermal sensitivity than other skin regions. For example, Stevens et al. (1977) found 
the face to possess the greatest sensation of warmth during heating, with the forehead 
being greater than the cheek. The descending order was chest, abdomen, shoulder, 
back, forearm, upper arm, thigh and calf. Similarly, Crawshaw et al. (1975) observed 
that the forehead produced the greatest cold sensation when cooling skin regions in a 
warm environment. Cooling the skin of the back seemed to produce a greater cold 
sensation than cooling of the lower leg, chest, thigh and abdomen, which all seemed
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to result in similar cold sensations to cooling. The present data do not support such 
observations, however, the findings of Stevens et al. (1977) may shed some light upon 
this discrepancy. They observed that as the intensity of the heat stimulus was increased, 
the possible differentiation of thermal sensations between skin regions was reduced, 
with all skin regions being perceived to be as warm as each other. This convergence 
of thermal sensations may have occurred in the present project, since the skin 
temperature was elevated to quite high levels (38°-40°C). The surface temperature of 
the perfusion patch reached levels of 45°C, therefore the converge of regional skin 
temperature sensations possibly accounts for a failure to observe differences in local 
thermal sensations between skin regions in the present project.
An alternate hypothesis to explain the similarities between thermal sensations 
emanating from the manipulation regions, for both local and whole-body votes, is the 
poor resolution of the psychophysical scales used. When heating a skin region, five 
levels of thermal sensation and thermal comfort existed upon which subjects could 
respond. Frequently subjects would express fractional scores therefore increasing the 
possible levels. Although this may seem adequate, Stevens et al. (1977) used a scale 
of 1 to approximately 40 units of magnitude for the estimation of warmth. The lack of 
resolution in the present investigation’s voting scale may explain the resulting 
similarities between regions, as frequently subjects would comment on how comfortable 
and cool they would feel when cooling the head, the converse occurring during heating. 
Therefore, the subjects may have been limited by the resolution of the voting scale in 
expressing the differences in thermal sensation and thermal comfort experienced 
between manipulation regions.
5.3 Sweat rate changes during localised temperature manipulations
5.3.1 Sudomotor responses to local skin manipulations
Despite considerable inter-subject variability in msw and the sometimes 
paradoxical changes in msw, the alterations in regional skin temperature during a Tskl
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manipulation were sufficient to alter sweat output. In the H36 trial, heating of the four 
skin regions resulted in significant elevations of msw at all sites of recording, with the 
exception of the msw at the head (Figure 4.11). However, in the H30 trial, the left 
forearm was the only site that consistently experienced an elevation or reduction in msw, 
during heating and cooling respectively, when manipulating the skin temperature of the 
head, upper arm, forearm and hand.
The lack of consistent alterations in sweat output in the H30 trial may have been 
associated with the absence of consistent sweating in the upper body and the low msw 
at the calf. A sufficient neural drive for sweating is needed before a selected region will 
initiate sweating (lessen, 1990), with this only being achieved in the later stages of local 
heating in the H30 trial. Similarly, if a skin region is not consistently sweating as in the 
H30 trials, a reduction in msw is not possible during a cooling manipulation.
At times the magnitude of change in msw during both cooling and heating was 
quite small and inconsistent. The area of skin manipulated (approximately 250 cm2) 
represents approximately 1.2% of the total surface area of the skin. For a subject with 
a body surface area of 2 m2, a 3°C local increase would result in a 0.036°C increase 
in the mean temperature of the skin. If the importance of Tc in comparison to skin 
temperature is in the order of 4-5:1 (Wyndham, 1965; Stolwijk and Hardy, 1966; 
Ogawa and Asayama, 1987), then the effect of an increase in skin temperature of 
0.036°C on msw would be equal to the effect produced by a 0.007°C increase in Tc. 
This slight increase in Tsk may be the reason for the small alterations in the resultant 
effector response. However, while the corresponding change in Tc was quite low, an 
increase in msw was evident during Tskl manipulations, emphasising the importance of 
skin temperature in the regulation of sweating. While many investigators argue that the 
skin is relatively unimportant in the regulation of thermoregulatory effector responses 
(Benzinger, 1953; Wyss et al., 1974), this present project highlights how small skin 
surface areas, exposed to small Tskl changes, can affect msw over the body surface.
Several groups have demonstrated that hot and cold thermoreceptors displayed 
static and dynamic qualities (Baneijee et al., 1969; Timbal et al., 1976; Molinari and
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Kenshalo, 1977). Within the current study, the aim was to address only the static 
properties of thermoreceptors, that is, a response to a change in thermal stimuli held 
for seven minutes. However, it was anticipated that some dynamic effects of rapid Tskl 
changes may be apparent within the sweat data. Such a dynamic component was not 
evident.
The absence of dynamic shifts in msw may be attributed to the low rate of change 
in Tskl. Molinari and Kenshalo (1977) indicated the minimal rate of change in 
temperature at the thermoreceptor ending needs to be 0.04°C*s1, for cold receptors of 
cats. The rate of change in Tskl in the present project was approximately 0.025°C«s'1, 
with the rate of change in Tskl at the surface of perfusion tubing being 0.2°C«s1 for 
heating, and 0 .15°C«s'1 for cooling. With the probability that dynamic changes in 
thermoreceptor firing were minimal, the resultant alterations to msw would seem to 
primarily stem from the static output of cutaneous thermoreceptors. Cold receptors quite 
poorly represent static temperatures, due to their erratic bursting nature at constant 
temperatures and the variability in the temperature firing range between receptors 
(Hellon, 1983). These limitations of cold receptors to static changes in temperature 
combined with the fact that skin temperature reductions only marginally fell within the 
range of optimal receptor firing rates (20° to 35°C; Zotterman, 1953), help to explain 
the less striking and sometimes inconsistent msw responses, exhibited both between and 
within subjects during local skin cooling manipulations (Figures 4.10 & 4.11).
5.3.2 Sudomotor changes at the site of temperature manipulation
The absence of a Tskl effect on local msw was quite an unique observation. Local 
sweat output at the manipulated regions were elevated and reduced during heating and 
cooling respectively (Figure 4.12), although the changes were no greater than those 
recorded at other regions of skin (Figure 4.13). It was hypothesised that changes in Tskl 
would modify sweat secretion at the site of the temperature manipulation, therefore the 
results of the present investigation support this hypothesis.
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The local effects of Tskl changes on local msw have previously been observed by 
numerous investigators (Nadel et al. , 1971a; MacIntyre et al., 1968; Ogawa, 1970; 
Ogawa and Asayama, 1986). It was hypothesised that such effects were mediated by 
localised thermal potentiation of efferent flow at the neuroglandular junction (Ogawa, 
1970; Nadel et al. , 1971a). While the present design does not permit an evaluation of 
the mechanisms underlying this hypothesis, one may conclude that the current data do 
not support such observations, with alterations in sweat output occurring in all regions 
simultaneously, with each region being affected to about the same degree, regardless 
of the local skin region being manipulated. Similar findings were reported by Heising 
and Werner (1987), Werner and Heising (1990) and Bothorel et al. (1991). These 
groups variously concluded that Tskl minimally affects local msw. The two groups of 
Ogawa (Ogawa, 1970; Ogawa and Asayama, 1986) and Candas (Bothorel et al. , 1991a; 
Bothorel et al. , 1991b) have indicated that the local affect of skin temperature on local 
msw is very discrete, possibly occurring exclusively in the area under the sweat capsule. 
While in this project sweat capsules were ventilated at ambient temperature and skin 
temperatures beneath the capsules were not recorded, it is possible that skin 
temperatures under the capsule may have been altered to some extent, possibly due to 
the influences of the perfusion tubes, which were adjacent to the capsules, although no 
local affects of skin temperature on local msw were evident.
The present findings indicate that the neural drive for sweating, originating at 
the higher centres of the central nervous system, far outweigh the local influences of 
skin temperature on the sudomotor responses in man to elevated and clamped core, skin 
and local skin temperatures.
5.3.3 Sudomotor changes at contralateral sites
Randall et al. (1948), who heated the right forearm and observed the sweat 
response at both left and right arms, suggested that the alterations in msw at contralateral 
skin regions were reduced in comparison to those observed local to a Tskl change. 
Similarly, the adjacent and contralateral-adjacent segments to the heated skin region
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possessed a lower msw than observed at the local skin site. However, in the present 
investigation, the alteration in Tskl influenced msw at both the contralateral and ipsilateral 
limbs (Figures 4.13 & 4.14) and, the changes in sweat output were equivalent between 
the eight sites of measurement. Randall et al. (1948) heated the forearm region and 
found the msw at the upper arm to be less than at the heated forearm. Given differences 
in sweat gland density of these regions (Montagna and Parakkal, 1974), this observation 
may simply be a reflection of differential sweat flows rather than differences in 
sudomotor control. Given the absence of a local sudomotor potentiation (Section 5.3.2), 
the present data may imply that sudomotor changes accompanying Tsk] manipulations 
have their neural origins within the central nervous system. For the TskJ change to affect 
both contralateral and ipsilateral sweating, some interaction between thermal afferents 
must occur at either the spinal cord or the hypothalamus. The current design does 
permit a differentiation between these alternatives, however, Bothorel et al. (1991a) 
suggested that an interaction may occur with the descending effector outflow, since 
thermal sweating has been observed in subjects with spinal lesions, below the level of 
lesion (Randall et al., 1966). Alternatively, the changes in Tskl could have been 
integrated centrally at a higher level, modifying the central drive for sweating (Bothorel 
et al., 1991a). Therefore, the results of this current project, with the benefit of 
sampling not only at the local and contralateral sites of skin temperature manipulation, 
but also at the head and the ipsilateral leg, indicate that changes in the sudomotor 
response to Tskl alterations are a result of altered central drive for sweating.
Heising and Werner (1987a) cooled the left leg while maintaining the 
temperature of the right leg. A reduction in msw was evident at both legs however the 
reduction in msw at the left leg was greater than that recorded at the right leg, therefore 
it was originally hypothesised that sudomotor function would be altered intra- 
segmentally and to a lesser degree at the contralateral and ipsilateral untreated limbs. 
The magnitude of the alteration in msw at all eight sites of msw was equivalent therefore 
resulting in the rejectance of the original hypothesis.
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The dominance of the head skin region in the regulation of thermal sweating was 
evident in the present investigation (Table 4.3). While this was not so for all 
combinations of Tskl changes and environmental states, it appears that the head does 
possess a high thermal sensitivity relative to the other skin regions tested. When heating 
the head the resulting elevation in msw was greater than heating of any other region, 
except heating of the hand in the H36 trial. Cooling of the head, while producing the 
largest reduction in msw the in H36 trial, did not significantly differ from the other three 
regions, except for the upper arm in the H36 trial and the forearm in the H30 trial. 
Heating and cooling of the hand produced large elevations and reductions in msw, thus 
allowing it to rank second to the head for both heating and cooling in the H36 trial and 
to rank first for cooling in the H30 trial. Thus, it is apparent that, during the central 
processing of cutaneous afferent flow, the hypothalamus may apply a differential 
weighting to thermal input from different skin regions. This could come about either 
by selective attention to specific thermal inflow, by differences in the absolute numbers 
of thermal afferents emanating from the skin regions, or from some combination of 
these differences.
It was originally hypothesised that the head would produce the greatest thermally 
sensitivity, with the arm displaying a distal to proximal thermal sensitivity hierarchy. 
The present results support the high thermal sensitivity of the head and hand although 
differences between the upper arm an forearm were small. While it seemed that the 
forearm possessed a greater sensitivity during cooling in the H36 trial, the upper arm 
was ranked higher than the forearm when heating in the H36 trial. It is therefore 
concluded that the head possesses the greatest thermal sensitivity to both heating and 
cooling, the hand ranking second, with the regions of the upper arm and forearm being 
relatively similar in response to heating and cooling (Table 4.3).
The order of ranking in the H30 trial differed for both heating and cooling, in 
comparison to the H36 trial. The low level of sweating exhibited in the H30 trial may 
account for these differences. In the H30 trial, msw at the calf was the only region that
5.3.4 Regional thermal sensitivity to local skin temperature manipulations
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maintained a consistent msw throughout the trial, the other upper body skin regions 
possessed inconsistent bursts of sweating which may not be wholly attributable to 
thermal sudomotor drive. The latency of the sweating response to heating in the H30 
trial, exhibited in Figure 4.9, and the possibility of only small reductions in msw during 
cooling, may have influenced the derived thermal sensitivities of the skin regions. 
Therefore, the differing thermal sensitivities exhibited between trials would seem to be 
due to the variant rhsws rather than regions possessing different thermal sensitivities at 
different levels of core and skin temperature.
The absolute level to which Tskls were elevated, and reduced, differed between 
environments. Therefore, it is possible that a different number of thermoreceptors were 
stimulated, or the firing rate of these thermoreceptors differed between the H30 and 
H36 trials for both heating and cooling. If this is correct it may indicate that each 
region does possess a different thermal sensitivity peculiar to each set of experimental 
conditions. These differences may be independent of the level of core and skin 
temperature, but specific to the level of Tskl. This explanation, although possible, is 
somewhat unrealistic, since the difference between the trials in the level of Tskl was less 
than 1°C.
The pronounced thermal sensitivity of the face to heating and cooling has been 
previously documented (Nadel et al., 1973; Crawshaw et al., 1975; Libert et al., 
1984). Crawshaw et al. (1975) suggested that the dominant thermal sensitivity of the 
face may have evolved when the face of primitive mammals were thinly furred, causing 
the face to be relatively responsive to thermal stimuli, since the rest of the body was 
well insulated with fur. Similarly, the hands of these mammals possessed no fur on the 
palm and little fur on the distal portions of the dorsal surface of the fingers. Possibly 
these regions, which have been exposed to the environment over an extended period of 
time, during the evolution of the primate species, dominate the regulation of thermal 
responses to changes in the environment. Similarly, in man today, clothing covers the 
majority of the skin surface, with the face and hands being most frequently exposed to 
the environment.
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Comparing the current results with those of Nadel et al. (1973) and Crawshaw 
et al. (1975) is difficult, since the hand was not manipulated in either study, and the 
skin regions of the arm were not cooled. Care must be exercise here, since, while there 
is some agreement between the.projects, particularly as it relates to the thermal 
sensitivity of the head, the methodological limitation of the latter two studies limit the 
value of these observations. Consequently, the observation of a superior role played by 
the Tskl of the head may just as easily be attributed to poor design, as it is to a correct 
observation. The present finding of a greater thermal sensitivity of the upper arm to 
heating, as compared to the lower arm, is also in agreement with the results of Nadel 
et al. (1973).
The difference in thermal sensitivity between the studies of Nadel et al. (1973) 
and Crawshaw et al., (1975), heating and cooling, has been attributed to the differing 
distribution of warm and cold receptors. Werner and Heising (1990) heated the right 
arm while cooling the right leg observing no alteration in sweat output at either the arm 
or leg. Although when cooling the arm and heating the leg a reduction in msw was 
evident at both the arm and leg. These results of Werner and Heising (1990) highlight 
the differences within a region between heating and cooling, supporting the present 
findings of differing thermal sensitivities between heating and cooling for a skin region.
Apart from differences in hypothalamic integration of Tskl input between body 
regions, four means exist which may account for differences in thermal sensitivity 
between skin surfaces. First, the apparent difference in thermal sensitivities between 
skin regions may partially be explained by the varying distribution of thermoreceptors. 
Strughold and Porz (1931) and Rein (1925) have reported the distribution of cold and 
warm spots in the human skin. Temperature sensation in response to small thermal 
stimuli determined the distribution of these thermal spots. This method is quite crude, 
since a single cold or warm spot may not necessarily be an indication of a single 
thermoreceptor. Nevertheless the forehead was reported to possess 5.5-8.0 cold 
spots cm'2, other parts of the face having 8.5-9.0 spots cm'2. The upper arm was found 
to have a similar distribution of cold spots to that found in the forearm (5.0-6.5 and 
6.0-7.5 spots cm'2, respectively). The distribution of cold spots varied between the
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dorsum and palm of the hand, 7.4 and 1.0-5.0 spots cm'2. Similarly, there were quite 
a large variations in the distribution of cold spots at the dorsal and volar surfaces of the 
fingers (7-9 versus 2-4 spots cm'2, respectively). The largest distribution of warm spots 
were found at the face (1.7 spots cm'2) and dorsal (1.7 spots cm'2) and volar (1.6 
spotscm'2) surfaces of the finger. The forearm (0.3-0.4 spots cm*2), and the dorsum 
(0.5 spotscm'2) and palm (0.4 spotscm'2) of the hand possessed similar distributions 
of warm spots. These data lend support to the notion that thermal sensitivity differences 
simply reflect inherent distribution of cold/warm thermoreceptors, with the face and 
hands\fingers exhibiting the greatest influence on msw during heating and cooling of the 
skin. Thus, the distribution of thermoreceptors in the skin regions may determine the 
role of this skin region in the control of thermal sweating.
Secondly, the characteristics of the thermoreceptors present at the regional skin 
surfaces which were manipulated may affect the thermal sensitivity of that region at the 
lower skin temperatures. The wide variability between cold receptor temperatures firing 
range (20°-35°C), results in individual cold fibres poorly representing skin temperature 
(Zotterman, 1953; Hellon, 1983). If numerous cold receptors are present in a given skin 
region, the thermal sensitivity of this region could appear low if the temperature is not 
sufficiently low enough to stimulate these receptors. Similarly, if few thermoreceptors 
are present, but these receptors are stimulated optimally, this skin region may possess 
an apparently greater thermal sensitivity than a region with a higher thermoreceptor 
density.
Thirdly, the depth of thermoreceptors may contribute to the thermal sensitivity 
of different skin regions. Ivanov et al. (1982) have located thermoreceptors at a depth 
of 2.0-2.5 mm in the dermis and subcutaneous regions. Direct stimulation of these deep 
receptors produced the same dynamic response to a rapid change in temperature as 
those receptors found near to the skin surface. However when skin temperature is 
changed, the response of the deep receptors were quite sluggish. The temperature 
gradient between these two groups of thermoreceptors may account for the differences 
in this response, since the slow steady change in temperature at the deep receptors 
resulted in a gradual change in discharge frequency. The latency between the skin and
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the deep thermoreceptors reaching a maximal temperature was approximately four 
minutes. Such a latency may account for the sweat responses found in the present study. 
In the H30 and H36 trials, msw regularly continued, or was initiated, after the cessation 
of heating (Figure 4.9), possibly due to the stimulation of these deep receptors. Ivanov 
et al. (1982) suggested that these two groups of thermoreceptors, deep and superficial, 
may provide information to the central nervous system regarding the flow of heat at the 
skin surface, with the effector response being adjusted accordingly. Therefore, it is 
possible that not only the distribution, but also the depth of the thermoreceptors may 
determine the thermal sensitivity of various skin regions.
Finally, the convergence of thermal signals originating from the manipulated 
skin region with that from adjacent skin regions and other sensory receptors may 
influence thermal sensitivity. The clarity with which thermal information is received at 
the thermoregulatory integrator is important in determining the resulting effector 
response (Hensel, 1981). It would be thought that the magnitude of the elevation in msw, 
in response to heating of the skin, would be closely related to the strength and clarity 
of the neural signal received at the integration centre. The neural signal may possibly 
be strengthened by the number of thermoreceptors in the area of local skin 
manipulation, the firing rate of the individual receptors, and the possible convergence 
of this neural flow with other sensory information being relayed to the integrating 
centres of the central nervous system. If signals originating from thermoreceptors in a 
given skin region converge with signals from thermoreceptors at other skin regions (or 
sensory receptors), it may be suggested that this region will be relatively insensitive to 
Tskl manipulations, since such convergence does not result in a stronger input.
5.4 Conclusions
The techniques used in the present investigation were shown to enable precise 
and very localised regulation of TskI, while successfully clamping both Tc and Tsk 
throughout each trial. This the first occasion that such techniques have been developed 
and applied to an assessment of the thermal sensitivity of different skin surfaces in man.
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Tskj was significantly elevated and reduced during local heating and cooling and such 
changes were isolated to the manipulation region, not affecting either the other skin 
regions or the measures of Tc.
The results of this study demonstrate that localised alterations in Tskl modified 
msw both at the site of the temperature manipulation and at other skin surfaces. 
However, the changes in local msw were no greater than observed at either contralateral 
or ipsilateral, untreated skin regions. For this to occur, it would appear that the 
processing of the neural signals, originating from the cutaneous thermoreceptors, occurs 
within the hypothalamus, and not at the spinal cord level therefore simultaneously 
affecting sweat rate at all skin surfaces. The absence of a more powerful Tskl affect on 
local msw may indicate that the central sudomotor drive is dominant in the control of 
ihsw> overshadowing the influence of possible local thermal affects on the neuroglandular 
junction.
For the first time, clear and distinct differences in thermal sensitivity have been 
demonstrated to exist between skin regions, during both heating and cooling of discrete 
skin surfaces. In general, the head possessed the greatest thermal sensitivity to both 
local heating and cooling. The hand was also very sensitive, with the forearm being 
least thermally sensitive. The head has been previously highlighted as an area of high 
thermal sensitivity (Nadel et al., 1973; Crawshaw et al. , 1975; Libert et a l ,  1984), 
although up to this time, methodological limitations with previous research have meant 
that such evidence has not been conclusive and unequivocal. Differences between the 
apparent sensitivities of the treated skin regions existed between heating and cooling. 
These may be explained on the basis of differences in warm and cold thermoreceptor 
density between the treated skin surfaces.
The evidence that various skin regions possess clearly defined differences in 
thermal sensitivity has a strong impact on our understanding of human temperature 
regulation. To date, only animal studies have demonstrated such differences (Hales and 
Hutchinson, 1971; Ingram and Legge, 1972; Necker, 1977). While it is not questioned 
that the body core thermoreceptors dominate thermoregulation, such results imply an
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hierarchical integration of afferent flow from the periphery, or may merely be a 
reflection of differences in thermoreceptor density between skin regions. However, 
there is a paucity of experimental data to support the latter alternative. The current data 
require further support and extension to include the lower body, however, they pave the 
way for a re-assessment of the manner in which we view hypothalamic control of body 
temperature.
5.5 Recommendations for future research
This project was the first to attempt using the current methods to determine the 
thermal sensitivity of skin regions. The use of the water perfusion suit, in combination 
with the computer-controlled climate chamber and small perfusion patches provided 
precise and stable skin and core temperatures. Similarly, the achievement of equal 
elevations and reductions in discretely localised skin temperature, while clamping both 
core and skin temperatures was a unique achievement. However, this project only 
addressed Tskl changes in the upper body. Therefore, it is recommended that the 
sensitivity of the remaining skin surfaces of the legs and trunk be determined, using the 
techniques employed in the present investigation, to gain a more complete understanding 
of how individual skin regions regulate sweating responses.
Although the method employed in the current project was quite successful at 
determining the regional thermal sensitivity of skin regions, the techniques could be 
improved to increase the clarity of the results. In determining thermal sensitivity of skin 
regions, it is first essential to establish a state of strong and stable sweat excretion in 
regions of measurement, especially for local cooling trials. Therefore, it is suggested 
that the environmental conditions of the H30 trial should not be used. Furthermore, the 
environmental conditions of the H36 trial restricted the magnitude of change in local 
skin temperature, since this magnitude was determined by the difference between 
perfusion suit water temperature and the pain threshold. Therefore, the optimal 
environmental conditions should produce both consistent sweating at all skin regions, 
and allow a change in local skin temperature greater than 3°C.
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The number of tubes within each local perfusion patch should be increased to 
approximately 20-30 per patch to increase the area of skin in contact with the tubing, 
thereby stimulating a greater number of thermoreceptors. To obtain dynamic affects in 
sweat response to skin temperature changes a greater rate of change in skin temperature 
is needed. This may possibly be achieved by a increasing water flow in the patches or 
by increasing the magnitude of the change in skin temperature.
To determine if subjects perceive skin temperature changes differently in 
separate skin regions, the resolution of the thermal sensation and comfort scales needs 
to be magnified. As the present scale may have possibly masked regional differences.
Finally, there is a need to reconsider the duration of each phase of the 
experiment. The time period in which the subject equilibrates to the environment needs 
to be increased to insure complete and stable sudomotor recruitment. The duration of 
each local skin manipulation needs to be lengthened to insure that changes in skin 
temperature are allowed to have full impact on sweat responses. It was felt that, in 
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Appendix A: Time constant and response time of the water perfusion patch
system.
Introduction
To ensure that the duration of each local patch temperature manipulation was 
equivalent, it was necessary to determine the time delay for each perfusion patch, for 
both heating and cooling. Similarly each region needed to be perfused at the same rate, 
for heating and cooling, so as the rate of change in temperature remained the same 
between perfusion patches. The time constants for each perfusion patch were also 
determined, so that each region was perfused at the same rate.
Methods
Four perfusion patches were used to stimulate four separate skin surfaces: head, 
upper arm, forearm and hand. Each patch consisted of at least ten small tubes connected 
in parallel (see Figure 3.1), with a minimum of two supply and return tubes leading 
to/from five small tubes each. The diameter of the supply/retum tubes was constant 
between the hand, forearm and head, with the upper arm having three smaller diameter 
tubes with the total cross sectional area remaining constant.
Each perfusion patch consisted of four large tubes, two supply the patch with 
water and two allowing for water to return to the water bath. At the end of these large 
tubes there is a synapse with a network of five small tubes. These small tubes are 
placed on the skin region when performing a local skin temperature manipulation. Two 
thermistors (Yellow Springs Instruments, FF mini thermistor, U.S.A.) were placed 5 
cm from the junction of the five small and the large supply/retum tube, at both inlet 
and outlet. The perfusion patch was not in contact with the skin but hung freely in the 
air. The hand perfusion patch had both thermistors placed on the same small tube. The 
Thermistors were placed on adjacent sections of the forearm, upper arm and head
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perfusion patches, these small tubes being perfused by adjacent large supply tubes. The 
thermistors were placed on the small tubes with insulation being placed over the portion 
not in contact with the tube, temperature changes were a result of changes in tube 
temperature only. .
Data collection (1 Hz) commenced with five minutes of baseline data, using 
perfusion water at 36.9°C. After this time, the patch was perfused with hot water 
(51.8°C) for an eight minute period. At minute thirteen, cool water (24.9-25 °C) 
perfused the patch for 60 seconds, before a return to the perfusion of neutral 
temperature water (36.9°C). Cool water (24.9-25°C) was directed into the patch at 
minute twenty for seven minutes. Now warm water (51.8°C) perfused the patch for 60 
seconds, with neutral water (36.9°C) perfusing the patch for the last 2 minutes (Figure 
Al). This 30 minute protocol was conducted four times, once for each perfusion patch.
Results
Heating of the perfusion patch elevated the surface temperature of the tubes to 
45.24 ±1.88°C (mean ±SEM). The rate of change in temperature initially was 
approximately 0.2 +0.01 °C«sec1. The latency time when heating was 9.25 ±0.49 
seconds with no differences present between perfusion patches (p> 0.05). The time 
constant of the square-wave elevation in perfusion water temperature was 42.88 ±2.69 
seconds and did not differ between patches (p> 0.05).
During cooling, surface temperature of the perfusion tubes were reduced to 
25.48 ±0.38°C. The initial rate of change in temperature was 0.14 ±0.01°C«sec1, 
being significantly less than the rate of heating (p< 0.05). The latency time of the 
cooling manipulation was 8.5 ±0.27 seconds, not differing between patches nor in 
comparison to heating (p > 0.05). The time constant resulting from square-wave cooling, 
45.75 ±2.81, did not differ between patches nor in comparison to heating (p> 0.05).
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Figure A1 Tube surface temperature of the hand perfusion patch during cooling and 
heating manipulations, at the inlet and outlet. Vertical lines signify square-wave changes 
in patch perfusion temperature.
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The latency time of the outlet was similar to that of the inlet, occurring 0.75 
±0.25 seconds later. However the difference in time constant between the inlet and 
outlet was more pronounced. The hand perfusion patch had thermistors placed on the 
same small tube whereas the other three patches had the inlet and outlet thermistors 
placed on different small tubes. The difference in time constant between the inlet and 
outlet of the hand patch was six seconds, whereas the other three patches differed by 
9-17 seconds between inlet and outlet.
Conclusions
With no differences between patches in regards to either their time constant or 
latency times (for a given perfusion temperature), it may be concluded that the 
temperature manipulation between patches resulted in the application of very similar 
thermal stimuli to each skin region. The difference in rate of heating in comparison to 
cooling is most probably due to the differing physical properties of cool and hot water.
inlet and outlet within a patch were quite large 
at lower rate than others.
Variations in time constants between the 
suggesting that some tubes are perfused
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Appendix B: Determination of environmental, water perfusion suit and local
patch temperatures.
Introduction
Thermal sweating is dependent on body and skin temperatures and since these 
temperatures are determined by environmental conditions it is important that these, 
environmental conditions, are set at optimal levels. If environmental conditions are 
sufficiently elevated body core temperature will progressively increase, resulting in an 
increasing sweat rate. Although if environmental conditions do not sufficiently elevate 
body core temperature sweating will not be initiated.
The magnitude of local skin temperature elevations is dependent on the initial 
skin temperature, which is a reflection of environment conditions. The higher the initial 
temperature the smaller the change in skin temperature, since pain is experienced at 
high skin temperatures. Therefore, the determining of environmental conditions was 
crucial for the present investigation.
It was the aim of these series of pilot tests to determine the optimal environment 
that would produce a stable sweat rate and allow a large local temperature change, 
resulting in clear alterations in sweat rate. Therefore, several questions needed to be 
answered before sensitivity testing of skin regions could commence. These questions 
being;
a) What combination of environmental conditions were needed to produce 
stable, maintainable sweat rates?
b) What corresponding perfusion suit temperature was required with these 
environmental conditions to produce stable, maintainable sweat rates?
c) What magnitude of local temperature change could be attained without 
triggering local pain receptors?
d) Which patch perfusion temperatures will result in equal elevations and 
reductions in local skin temperature between patches?
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e) Is it possible to conduct trials while maintaining two body core temperature 
levels? and
f) What length of time was required for each manipulation and each 
subsequent recovery period, so that sweat rate could be altered and returned 
to neutral levels respectively.
Methods
Trials were conducted in a servo-controlled climate chamber with the use of a 
water perfusion to clamp both core and skin temperatures. Sweat rate was sampled 
using a ventilated capsules method (capacitance hygrometry; Sweat Monitor, Clinical 
Engineering Solutions, Australia), skin temperatures were measured using mini­
thermistors (YSI, Type EU) and core temperature was recorded at the auditory canal 
using a zero-gradient technique (after Keatinge and Sloan 1975). A total of 16 trials 
were conducted to answer the above questions.
The initial trials were conducted in an environment temperature of 40 °C with 
a relative humidity of 60%, water temperature of the perfusion suit varied from 39 to 
44°C. Core temperature tended to increase over the duration of a trial therefore core 
temperature needed to be elevate and maintain, this being achieved by using exercise 
initially to elevate core temperature and a high water temperature (44 °C) perfusing the 
suit to maintain core temperature after the cession of cycling. During these trials local 
skin temperatures were manipulated at various regions, being the forearm, upper arm 
and head. Trials were also conducted in which no local skin temperature manipulations 
were carried out, evaluating the core temperature and sweat rate changes over a two 
hour period independent of local skin temperature manipulations.
To ascertain if sweating could be induced in thermoneutral environmental 
conditions a second series of trials were conducted in ambient temperature of 28 °C and 
relative humidity of 40%. The low skin temperatures resulting from the low 
temperature environment would hopefully allow a large change in local skin temperature
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when heating. No sweating was present in these trials therefore in the proceeding trials 
ambient temperature was increased so as sweating was present and the change in local 
skin temperature could be maximised.
With the first series of trials not allowing a sufficient elevation in local skin 
temperature and the second series did not produce sweat in all regions, therefore, a 
third series of trials were conducted in ambient conditions between those already carried 
out. Ambient temperature was regulated at 35 °C and relative humidity at 60%, with a 
perfusion garment water temperature of 37°C. ,
Results
Large fluctuations in sweat rate and small increases in local skin temperature 
made it difficult to distinguish the effects of heating in the trials of high ambient 
temperatures. There was a tendency for sweat rate to increase over the duration of a 
trial, due to a rise in core temperature. Cycling, while elevating core temperature, 
produced large sweat rates that progressively decreased during a trial with little 
deviation in core temperature. Therefore, these trials, at a high environmental 
temperature, were discontinued.
No sweating resulted when heating skin regions in the thermoneutral 
environment. Consistent sweating at the skin surfaces of the lower limb occurred as 
environmental temperature was risen to 30°C. These environmental conditions 
maximised the possible increase in local skin temperature, although the alterations in 
consciousness, talking, moving and sighing were found to alter sweat rate.
These non-thermal effects of sighing, talking or moving, were reduced or 
alleviated in the warm environment of an ambient temperature of 36 °C and relative 
humidity of 60%. Sweat rate tended to remain quite constant, increasing marginally 
since Tc was equally maintained. The pulsatile nature of the sweat response was evident 
as in the hot trials although the local manipulation seemed more evident. Il
I l l
The magnitude of increase in skin temperature was limited by the level achieved 
at the face in the warm environment, since this produced the greatest warmth/pain 
sensation. The aim was to increase and decrease each region by 3°C. This was achieved 
by a trial and error method slowly fine tuning the precise water temperature needed to 
result in a 3°C alteration in local skin temperature. The use of very cool temperatures 
proved problematic as the local region would vasoconstrict allowing no plateau in local 
skin temperature. This phenomenon was alleviated with the use of warmer water needed 
to produce a 3°C decrease.
f
The minimal time period for a manipulation was determined to be 7 minutes 
since local skin temperature plateaued after approximately 5-6 minutes. The time 
between trials need to be greater than 5-7 minutes since this was the period needed for 
local skin temperature to return to pre-manipulated levels. The recovery period was 
chosen as 13 minutes, as this resulted in a total trial period of under 3 hours.
Conclusions
From the extensive pilot trials, evidently the environmental conditions slightly 
higher than thermoneutral and the warm environment would provide the optimal testing 
conditions. These two different levels of environmental conditions produced two stable 
levels of Tc. A 3°C elevation/reduction in local skin temperatures was possible, with 
temperatures plateauing during manipulations. Therefore, it was concluded that these 
two different environments would produce the clearest result regarding differentiating 
regional thermal sensitivity.
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Appendix C: Determination of time constant and response time of the sweat
capsule system.
Introduction
The need existed to quantify the responsiveness and accuracy of the sweat 
capsule systems used within the current project. The time constant and time delay to 
a step change in relative humidity were determined.
Methods
The sweat capsule was replaced with a three way tap, connecting the humidity 
sensors to air collected over saturated solutions of lithium chloride or potassium 
carbonate. Solutions where ventilated (0.18 Tmin'1) for 60 minutes prior to data 
collection to stabilise humidity sensors. Data collection (1 Hz) commenced with ten 
minutes of baseline data from the lithium chloride solution, after which the tap was 
turned so that the humidity sensor now sampled air from the potassium carbonate 
solution for a further ten minutes. Air flow rate and temperature remained constant 
throughout the 20 minutes of data collection.
Results
The time delay (latent period) of the system was three seconds; that is, the time 
delay between the imposition of a square-wave humidity pulse, and the system’s first 
response to that stimulus (Figure Cl). The time constant was calculated to be 48 
seconds, or 46 seconds if response time is taken into account. The time delay and time 
constant were determined for one humidity sensor since the time needed to determine 
these variables for all eight humidity sensors was beyond this project, little variance 
would be expected between the eight humidity sensors.
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Figure Cl Response of the humidity sensor to a square-wave change in relative 
humidity. Initial ten minutes sampling air from lithium chloride saturated solution 
thereafter sampling from a potassium carbonate saturated solution. Insert graph shows 
the response latency of the system being approximately three seconds.
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Conclusions
The current sweat system seems quite responsive to changes in relative humidity, 
exhibiting a moderately short latent period and fast time constant at a low flow rate. 
These time variables could be reduced by increasing the rate of ventilation, decreasing 
both time constant and response time, and reducing the distance between sweat capsule 
and humidity sensor, reducing response time.
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Appendix D(D
Summary of univariate analyses of variance showing simple main effect of treatment 
water temperature. Sweat rate change data, where the change in msw was derived from 
the expression: (observed msw - neutral msw)/neutral msw.
CONDITION H36





Head 0.102 0.051 2.017 0.161 0.286
Right upperarm 0.603 0.068 8.856 0.004 0.831
Right forearm 0.546 0.113 4.848 0.032 0.578
Right hand 0.886 0.083 10.647 0.002 0.893
Left upperarm 1.491 0.144 10.370 0.002 0.885
Left forearm 1.048 0.133 7.854 0.007 0.784
Left hand 0.817 0.153 5.333 0.025 0.619
Calf 0.141 0.025 5.608 0.021 0.641
CONDITION H30





Head 0.021 0.017 1.242 0.270 0.193
Right upperarm 0.019 0.007 2.551 0.116 0.348
Right forearm 0.010 0.033 0.288 0.593 0.048
Right hand 0.007 0.033 0.201 0.656 0.051
Left upperarm 0.002 0.010 0.196 0.660 0.051
Left forearm 0.047 0.012 3.925 0.052 0.493
Left hand 0.059 - 0.195 0.305 0.583 0.048
Calf 0.086 0.285 0.303 0.584 0.048
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Appendix D(iD
Summary of univariate analyses of variance showing simple main effect of treatment 
region on each of the local sites of sweat rate measurement. Sweat rate change data, 












local head 0.070 0.051 1.376 0.260 0.345
local right upper arm 0.026 0.068 0.383 0.766 0.122
local right forearm 0.078 0.113 0.689 0.563 0.187
local right hand 0.047 0.083 0.566 0.640 0.160
contralateral left upper arm 0.030 0.144 0.211 0.888 0.088
contralateral left forearm 0.023 0.133 0.169 0.917 0.080
contralateral left hand 0.095 0.153 0.620 0.605 0.172








Error mean F  
square
P Power
local head 0.035 0.016 2.101 0.110 0.509
local right upper arm 0.010 0.007 1.411 0.249 0.354
local right forearm 0.136 0.033 4.115 0.010 0.823
local right hand 0.059 0.033 1.778 0.162 0.438
contralateral left upper arm 0.003 0.010 0.301 0.825 0.106
contralateral left forearm 0.026 0.012 2.125 0.107 0.514
contralateral left hand 0.382 . 0.195 1.962 0.130 0.479
diagonal calf 0.121 0.285 0.425 0.736 0.131
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Appendix IKiifl
Summary of univariate analyses of variance showing simple main effect of treatment 
region. Sweat rate change data, where the change in m8W was derived from the 
expression: sum of 7-min msw (420 seconds) - (4-min prior mean msw x 420).
CONDITION H36





Head 806.93 1681.29 0.480 0.698 0.142
Right upper arm 879.00 1635.57 0.537 0.659 0.154
Right forearm 978.11 746.10 1.311 0.280 0.330
Right hand 1913.00 6649.87 0.288 0.834 0.103
Left upperarm 630.53 778.16 0.810 0.494 0.214
Left forearm 289.84 1240.35 0.234 0.873 0.093
Left hand 3746.84 6056.67 0.619 0.606 0.172




mean Error mean 
square
F P Power
Head 157.81 85.16 1.853 0.148 0.455
Right upper arm 23.56 10.53 2.237 0.094 0.537
Right forearm 23.83 4.43 5.381 0.003 0.918
Right hand 121.69 39.37 3.090 0.034 0.692
Left upperarm 1.05 0.70 1.496 0.226 0.373
Left forearm 10.45 . 4.78 2.185 0.100 0.526
Left hand 52.45 53.38 0.982 0.408 0.253
Calf 1026.06 657.65 1.560 0.209 0.388
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Appendix D(iv)
Post hoc contract analyses performed following multivariate repeated analyses which 
identified a significant main effect of treatment region. Data are sweat rate changes 







head vs upper arm 34112.243 4119.557 8.28 0.0055
head vs forearm 82887.130 11673.703 7.10 0.0098
head vs hand 17764.891 5521.535 3.22 0.0777
upper arm vs 
forearm
10651.530 8788.955 1.21 0.2751
upper arm vs hand 2642.988 3759.171 0.70 0.4049







head vs upper arm 42213.298 3513.842 12.01 0.0010
head vs forearm 7788.063 2677.774 2.91 0.0930
head vs hand 1295.190 3366.995 0.38 0.5374
upper arm vs 
forearm
13737.891 2208.377 6.22 0.0153
upper arm vs hand 28720.081 7186.838 4.00 0.0499








head vs upper arm 831.313 76.508 10.87 0.0016
head vs forearm 328.153 60.947 5.38 0.0236
head vs hand 1028.886 80.855 12.73 0.0007





upper arm vs hand 10.522 98.914 0.11 0.7454







head vs upper arm 16.160 1544.752 0.10 0.7476
head vs forearm 2242.259 463.782 4.83 0.0316
head vs hand 333.884 254.102 1.31 0.2560
upper arm vs 
forearm
2639.134 227.890 11.58 0.0012
upper arm vs hand 203.134 356.440 0.57 0.4531
forearm vs hand 4306.641 944.634 4.56 0.0366
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A b stract. Skin b lood  flo w  (SkBF) w as measured in six  
male subjects using laser-D oppler velocim etry, with zero­
gradient auditory canal temperature (T ac) used as an index 
o f  body core temperature (Tc). Subjects performed 
increm ental, upright cyclin g  com m encing at 40% peak 
pow er (W r .v: 10 m in), increasing every 4 min by 5% 
thereafter. Trials w ere conducted in hot (ambient 
temperature (T J  3 6 .7  ± 0 .2 ° C ,  relative hum idity (rh) 46.1  
± 3 .2 % ; X  ± S .D .) ,  and neutral environm ents (Ta 19.6  
± 0 .3 ° C ,  rh 5 0 .2  ± 1 .4 % ). SkBF increased with T ac in all 
subjects. Attenuation o f  SkBF occurred at the same T ac, 
relative SkBF and cardiac frequency (/J  between  
environm ents, but at a low er exercise intensity (40 .8  
± 0 .8 %  versus 5 5 .8  ± 3 .0 %  in the hot environment
(p <  0 .0 5 ). Data indicate that Tc thresholds for SkBF 
attenuation m ay exist. H ow ever, it is suggested that 
attenuation thresholds coincided w ith a reduced central 
blood vo lum e, w h ich  m ay occur at a critical level o f  
cutaneous b lood  pooling .
K ey w ord s: E xercise - Laser-D oppler velocim etry - Skin 
blood flo w  - Temperature regulation
In trod u ction
At the initiation o f  exercise , the demand for blood at the 
active m uscles increases im m ensely, resulting in a 
reduction in b lood  flow  to the inactive m uscles, skin and 
viscera in an approxim ately inverse proportion to exercise  
intensity (R ow ell 1983). An increase in cutaneous 
vasoconstrictor tone at the com m encem ent o f  exercise 
causes body heat accum ulation, eventually resulting in 
active vasodilation. The exercise  intensity governs the 
core temperature (T J  threshold for vasodilation, w hich is 
greater at higher intensities (M ack et al. 1994). The 
resulting vasodilation a llow s an increase in heat flow  from  
core to skin , w here heat exchange takes place with the
environment, permitting thermal hom eostasis during 
submaximal exercise.
Further elevation in exercise intensity increases demand 
for blood flow  at the active m uscles, and elevates 
metabolic heat production. Cardiac output w ill increase to 
service both m etabolic and cutaneous thermal needs 
(Nadel et al. 1979). H ow ever, when cardiac output peaks, 
skin blood flow  (SkBF) w ill be reduced to maintain 
system ic blood pressure (R ow ell 1983). This SkBF  
attenuation w ill com promise heat dissipation, allow ing  
core temperature to escalate. It was the aim o f  this study 
to identify relative exercise intensities at w hich SkBF  
attenuation occurs during incremental exercise, w ith  
reference to variations between thermal environments.
M ethods
Six active, healthy males, without a history of recent heat exposure, 
volunteered as subjects: age 21.3 ±1.7 yr (mean ±S.D.), height 181.1 
±4.5 cm, weight 74.86 ±9.21 kg, aerobic power (V^^^y) 4.92 ±0.23 
I min'1. Following provision of informed consent, subjects performed 
two exercise trials, seven days apart, at the same time of day, in neutral 
(T, 19.6 ± 0.25°C, rh 50.2 ± 1.35%) and hot (T. 36.7 ± 0.15°C, rh 
46.1 ± 3.17%) environments. cycle tests were conducted using a
ramp protocol (36 W m in1), to obtain experimental work rates.
Trials started with a 25 min adaptation, with data collection 
commencing 5 min prior to exercise. Using an electronically-braked 
ergometer (Excalibur, Quinton, USA), cycling began at 40% W ,^  (10 
min), increasing every 4 min by 5 % W ^ . Aerodynamic bars were used 
to control body position and minimise forearm movement. Tests ended 
after 30 min, if auditory canal temperature (T.J reached ^39°C, or at 
the subject’s request. All completed the neutral trials. In the hot 
condition, 5 subjects completed 26 min of exercise, with the 6® 
terminating after 22 min due to fatigue.
Tw (zero-gradient aural thermometry; Keatinge and Sloan 1975) was 
continuously measured as an indicator of core temperature. Skin 
temperatures were measured at eight sites (YSI EU mini-thermistors, 
USA) and recorded using a Squirrel data logger (Grant, 1200 series, 
UK) at 0.2 Hz. Mean skin temperature (T.y) was calculated as the area-
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Fig 1. Skin blood flow (SkBF), auditory canal temperature (T J ) ,  cardiac frequency (/¡) and mean skin temperature (T±) as functions of time (a), and (b). Data are means ± S .E .M . (D =  neutral and • =  hot environment).
weighted average of the 8 sites. SkBF was measured at the right forearm on the mid-radial ventral surface (laser-Doppler velocimetry, TSI Laserflo BPM2, U SA ; X=780nm, fibre separation of 0.5mm; SkBF expressed in voltage units). SkBF and data were converted to digital equivalents (Computerboards Inc, PP1O-A108, USA) and recorded at 1 ' Hz on a portable computer. Cardiac frequency ( f f  was recorded at 0.2 Hz (Polar Electro, Sports Tester model PE3000, Finland). Thermal sensation and perceived exertion (RPE; 15 point-Borg Scale) votes were recorded at 2 min intervals.SkBF, T^, T^ and f  were averaged at 2 min intervals, and analysed using a repeated-measures A N O V A , to evaluate between-trial differences. Paired z-tests were used to compare differences between variables at SkBF vasodilatory thresholds and attenuation levels.
R esu lts
Throughout the hot trial, f c, Tac and T jk w ere sign ificantly  
elevated ( p < 0 .0 5 ;  F ig . la )  at each point in tim e, in 
com parison to levels achieved in the neutral environm ent. 
Thermal sensation and RPE w ere elevated (RPE 16.5  
± 2 .2  versus 18.3 ± 0 .6 ;  sensation 8 .9  ± 0 .9  versus 11 .2  
± 0 .7 ;  p < 0 .0 5 ;  mean ± S .E .M ) , and exercise duration 
was reduced (3 0 .0  ± 0 .0  versus 2 5 .3  ± 0 .7  min;
p < 0 .0 0 1 ) . T ac vasodilation  thresholds w ere sim ilar in both  
trials, although the onset time w as earlier in the heat 
(Table 1). E xercise intensity at these thresholds did not 
differ, since thresholds occurred in the first 10 min (40%  
W ,^ ) .  SkBF gain (relative to T te) w as greater in the heat 
(Table 1).
SkBF attenuation w as observed in all subjects in both  
cond itions, occurring at the same" T ac betw een  
environm ents (F ig . lb ) ,  w h ile  the exercise intensity at 
attenuation w as low er in the hot environm ent (Table 1). 
W ork rates at attenuation w ere 158 .7  ± 7 .8  and 2 1 3 .7  
± 1 3 .4  watts in the hot and neutral states respectively  
( p <  0 .0 5 ) , w h ile  SkBF and f c did not differ betw een  
conditions at this point (p >  0 .0 5 ) .
Table 1. Cutaneous vasodilatory and attenuation thresholds during incremental exercise in neutral and hot environments.Cool Hot p  value
In the hot trials, there was a 27 % reduction in the relative 
exercise intensity at w hich  SkBF attenuation occurred. 
W hile our aim w as to determ ine these relative exercise  
intensities, results indicate that it may be more appropriate 
to conclude that SkBF attenuation occurs at a com m on T c, 
regardless o f  exercise intensity. T his supports observations 
o f  Brengelmann et al. (1 9 7 7 ), w ho observed a reduction  
in SkBF gain at a T c o f  3 8 °C , and o f  Smolander et al. 
(1987), w ho observed a sim ilar T c at SkBF attenuation in 
two thermal environm ents. T his phenom enon may be
T^ threshold (°C) 37.31 ±0.04 37.27 ±0.13 NST^ threshold (°C) 29.54 ±0.24 36.59 ±0.12 <0.001Onset vasodilation (seconds) 761.8 ±48.3 318.3 ±26.6 0.001SkBfiT^ gain (Volts-“C-') 1.01 ±0.15 3.65 ±1.04 0.05T^ attenuation( ° Q 37.8 ±0.04 37.6 ±0.09 NSSkBF attenuation (Volts) 1.11 ±0.04 1.07 ±0.03 NST^ attenuation (°C) 32.01 ±0.38 36.85 ±0.13 <0.001
f e attenuation (beats min'1)' 151.8 ± 2 .0 141.2 ±14.0 N SExercise intensity attenuation ( / iW ^ J 55.8 ± 3 .0 40.8 ±0.8 0.007
Data are means + S .E .M .,  n =  6 (Vi =  5); p  values from paired z-test; 




explained by reduced cutaneous vasodilator gain to a given  
T c elevation , or baroreceptor-induced vasoconstriction.
There w ere  no betw een -con d ition  d ifferences in SkBF at 
attenuation, and there w as an elevated  SkBF gain in the 
heat. It is therefore assum ed that SkBF attenuation was 
equivalent betw een  cond itions, and occurred to maintain 
arterial pressure. I f  w e  assum e forearm  SkBF is an 
accurate indicator o f  w h o le  body SkB F, then the blood  
volum e disp laced  to the periphery w ou ld  be approxim ately  
equal betw een  cond itions. T herefore, it seem s that a 
critical lev e l o f  cutaneous b lood  p oo lin g  is achieved prior 
to attenuation; this being relatively  independent o f  
m etabolic dem ands, since  exercise  intensity differed at 
attenuation b etw een  trials. S ince SkBF remained constant 
after attenuation, w ith  a further 7 1 .5  watt increase in 
work rate in the heat, additional m uscle  b lood flow  w ould  
be drawn from  inactive tissues other than the skin.
Three qu estion s concerning the valid ity o f  the laser­
D oppler technique require d iscussion . First, since  
Sm olander et al. (19 8 7 ) observed a greater SkBF at 
attenuation in  hot com pared to coo l environm ents, it may 
be argued that signal saturation occurred, producing  
equivalent SkBF betw een  trials. Saturation w as unlikely, 
since SkBF at attenuation w as less than 50  % o f  the output 
range o f  the apparatus, w ith  larger SkBF being observed  
fo llow in g  the application o f  an exogen ous vasodilatory  
agent (unpublished observations). Second, w h ile  laser­
D oppler ve locim etry  is sensitive  to changes in both blood  
volum e and cell v e lo c ity , it m ay be less sensitive to small 
fluctuations in  b lood  vo lum e (Sm olander and Kolari 
1985). I f  b lo o d  vo lum e and SkBF increase, without 
significant changes in red ce ll v e lo c ity , then SkBF may 
increase w ithou t being  detected. T his effect is based upon 
conjecture, and its presence and influence on the current 
data are unknow n. F in a lly , it m ay be suggested that SkBF  
attenuation w as sim ply  a reflection o f  region-specific, 
m axim um  SkBF being  attained w ith in  each condition. 
E vidence against this p ossib ility  com es from  the work o f  
Brengelm ann et al. (1 9 7 7 ), w h o  observed a further 
increase in SkBF( w hen local heating w as applied to one 
forearm, after SkBF attenuation had been induced 
experim entally.
The autonom ic control o f  SkBF during thermal stress has 
been sh ow n to b e  prim arily dependent on changes in Tc, 
w ith T ,k p lay ing  a relatively  m inor role (W yss et al. 
1974). T he present data appear to extend this observation, 
since, at attenuation^ SkBF and T ,c w ere equivalent 
betw een trials, w h ile  T ,k d iffered sign ificantly . Therefore,
T c w as either a major contributory factor, or coincided  
with another factor w h ich  caused displacem ent o f  blood  
from the periphery to the core. H ow ever, T ,k also plays a 
role in this contro l, since  the greater gain in SkBF in the . 
hot environm ent m ay be attributed to a higher T 5k. The 
increased exercise  duration, and greater exercise intensity
attained at attenuation in the neutral state w as probably  
due to a reduced SkBF gain and increased core:skin:air  
temperature gradients.
It is suggested that attenuation o f  SkBF may result from  
baroreflex control, rather than sim ply a redistribution o f  
blood flow  to supply the m etabolic dem ands o f  the active  
m uscles, or sim ply  the influence o f  T c. It is  difficult to 
conceive how  the attainment o f  a critical Te could result in 
a reduction o f  the SkBF response to the rising Tc. Instead, 
it is m ore lik ely  that the T c attenuation thresholds 
coincided w ith  reduced central b lood  vo lum e, and its 
resultant baroreceptor activation. It is suggested  that a 
reduction in central b lood  volum e m ay have occurred at a 
critical level o f  cutaneous blood p oolin g . Therefore, the 
differences in exercise  intensity at SkBF attenuation within  
this study appear to be a reflection o f  environm ental 
temperature, and its influence on central b lood  volum e  
and the volum e o f  b lood  in the cutaneous vesse ls.
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Appendix F
SUDOM OTOR AND CUTANEOUS BLOOD FLOW RESPONSES TO HEAT STRESS 
DURING ANAEMIA
M.J. Pcitterson, J.D. Cotter, J.M. Regan, D.J. Mcicfarlane and N.A.S. Taylor, Department o f  
Biomedical Sciences, University o f Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW 2522, Australia. ’
Anaemia occurs at both ends of the health spectrum. While in endurance-trained athletes it is 
usually attributed to normocythaemic hypervolaemia, trained women with concomitant iron imbalances 
may display frank anaemia. Such anaemia may impair physical performance, but little is known of how 
it affects thermal tolerance. Given that both stressors are often encountered simultaneously, we 
investigated exercise and thermal strain in artificially-induced, anaemic males.
Six trained males (24.8 ± 2.8 yr; Vo2peak 5.58 ± 0.60 1 min"1; s.d.) participated in two heat 
stress trials. Trials consisted of 20 min seated rest, 20 min cycling at 30% V02Peak (126.5 ± 14.1 tfatts; 
s e ), and 20 min cycling at 45% Vo2peak (188.5 ± 20.3 watts) at an ambient temperature of 38.6°C 
(RH 40.1 /o ) .  The same absolute work rates were used for each trial, and were determined from 
Vo2peak tests administered two days before the control heat stress test. Trials, performed at the same 
time of day, were undertaken 25-36 days apart during normocythaemia (control) and isovolaemic 
anaemia (respective Hct 40.0 ± 0.8 and 35.7 ± 0.8%, P<0.05; and red cell count 4.71 ± 0.09 and 4.33 ± 
0.08x109 l"1, P<0.05). The latter state was obtained by withdrawing three units of blood (1.35 1) over 
the period of one weeki, with heat stress tests being conducted 3-5 days after phlebotomy. 
Measurements included auditory canal temperature (Tac; zero gradient thermometry), skin temperatures 
CTski thermistors), skin blood flow at six sites (SkBF; laser Doppler velocimetry), forehead and forearm 
sweat rates (rhs; capacitance hygrometry), cardiac frequency (fc; ventricular depolarisation), and 
thermal sensation and discomfort votes.
Subjects lost equivalent body water (0.91 ±0.12, and 0.92 ± 0.12 kg; P>0.05), completing trials 
with an Tac of 38.6°C (± 0.4) and 38.7°C (± 0.5) for the control and anaemic trials respectively 
(T> 0.05). fc did not differ between groups at rest (,P>0.05). However, during exercise it was elevated at 
each point of measurement in the anaemic state, averaging 6 b min'1 greater than in the control trials 
(P<0.05). Forearm SkBF was monitored continuously, except for the last five min of each phase, where 
head, chest, back, upper arm and thigh SkBF were recorded. While all sites experienced elevated SkBF 
with time in both conditions, forehead SkBF was most affected, increasing 2-fold in the control state 
and 1.8-fold during anaemia (.P>0.05). The rise in forearm SkBF was attenuated in the second exercise 
phase during anaemia (P<0.05). Forearm rhs in anaemia exceeded control rhs at each point during 
exercise, averaging 1.21 (± 0.13) and 0.93 (± 0.10) g cm'2 min'1 respectively across the exposure 
(P<0.05). Forehead ms was consistently lower for the second phase of exercise during anaemia 
(P>0.05). Subjects also reported a greater thermal sensation (P<0.05) and perceived exertion in the 
anaemic state (/><0.05).
In the anaemic state, a greater proportion of the cardiac output would perfuse exercising 
muscles to deliver the required volume of oxygen, leaving a smaller fraction for heat dissipation. In the 
anaemic state, subjects appeared to tolerate the heat stress test equally well, though they experienced 
greater physiological strain (greater fc and forearm rfts), effort sense and thermal sensation. The lower 
forehead rhs could follow a reduction in local SkBF, however, the simultaneous occurrence of a lower 
forearm SkBF and a greater forearm rhs argues against a possible causal relationship. Given that 
changes in body mass were comparable, it is more likely that a redistribution of sweating occurred 
during anaemia.
Visiting Research Fellow from the University of Otago, New Zealand.
tBlood withdrawal was performed at the South Coast Blood Bank & Haematology Service, Illawarra regional 
Hospital by Dr Ian Mackenzie and Mr Mark Osborne.
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R E S P O N S E S T O  H E A T  ST R E SS
M ark J. Patterson, Jam es D . Cotter, Jodie M . Regan, Duncan J. Macfarlane5, and N igel A .S . Taylor 
Departm ent o f  Biom edical Science, U niversity o f  W ollongong  
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IN TR O D U C TIO N
Polycythaem ia has been  sh ow n to im prove submaximal and maximal exercise performance in a neutral 
environm ent (1 ,5 ). P o ssib le  m echanism s responsible for this improvement are an increased arterial oxygen  
(Oj) content or an expanded b lood volum e (1 ,10). Since it is unlikely that blood volum e changes, as plasma 
volum e is  decreased to main tain a constant blood volum e (3), increased performance m ay primarily be 
attributed to an increased arterial 0 2 content.
Thermoregulatory processes may benefit from the increased arterial 0 2 content, since the fraction o f  cardiac 
output needed at the exercising  m uscles is  reduced, allow ing a greater proportion for heat dissipation. This is 
beneficial, since, during com bined exercise and heat stress, com petition for blood flow  exists between the 
exercising m uscles and cutaneous vasculature. At a given work rate, a polycythaem ic subject may be 
exercising at lower relative w ork rate (1 ,1 0 ), and since body core temperature (T J  is primarily a function o f  
relative exercise intensity (8 ), polycythaem ia may reduce thermal strain.
Sawka e l a l. (9 ,10) reported a reduction in cardiac frequency ( f j  and Te, accompanied by an increase in 
local and w hole body sw eat rate, and sensible heat exchange at the arm, when heat acclimated subjects were 
rendered polycythaem ic. S ince w e  w ere investigating the affects o f  polycythaemia on other physiological 
functions, w e decided to further exam ine its influence on thermoregulation.
M ETH O D
Five trained males participated in tw o heat stress trials, each with 20 min seated rest, 20 min cycling at 30% 
peak pow er (Wr t ). and 2 0  min at 45% W ^  at a dry bulb temperature o f 38 .3  ± 0 .7 ° C  (relative humidity 
4 1 .4  ± 2 .9 % ). The sam e absolute w ork rates were used for each trial: 125.8 ± 1 5 .6  Watts (30  % W ^  and 
186.9 ± 2 0 .3  Watts (45%  W ^ ;  X  ± S .D .;  M onark). Trials were undertaken during normocythaemia 
(control) and isovolaem ic polycythaem ia (respective haematocrit 3 9 .5  ± 1 .8  & 4 3 .1  ± 1 .7 % , p < 0 .0 5 ;  and 
red cell count 4 .17  ± 0 .2 1  &  5 .03  ± 0 .3 8  xlO 1̂ ' 1, p < 0 .0 5 ) .  Polycythaemia was obtained by reinfusing 2-3 
units o f  autologous blood*, approxim ately 12 weeks after withdrawal and glycerol freezing.
Core temperature w as recorded at the auditory canal (T^; zero gradient aural thermometry, London 
H ospital), local sw eat rates at the forearm and forehead (mJW; capacitance hygrometry: M ulti-site Sweat 
M onitor, Clinical E ngineering, Sydney), and skin blood flow  (SkBF) was measured at the forearm, upper 
arm, head, back, chest and thigh (laser Doppler velocimetry: TSI Laserflo BPM 2, Vasamedics; X = 7 8 0  nm, 
fibre separation o f  0 .5  m m , and expressed in voltage units). SkBF was measured continuously at the forearm 
for the first 15 min o f  each test phase, then at each o f  the other 5 sites over the next 5 min. Other measures: 
skin temperatures at 8 sites (T sk (after 4); YSI E U  mini-thermistors), fc (Polar PE 3000), thermal sensation 
and rating o f  perceived exertion (RPE).
RESULTS
In the polycythaem ic state, T tc (collapsed across the last 20 min) and fc (across total test duration) were 
significantly reduced (3 8 .0 ° C  ± 0 .1  versus 38 .2 °C  ± 0 .1 ,  and 104.4 ± 3 .7  versus 115.4  ± 5 .3  b.m in’1; X 
± S .E .M .;  p < 0 .0 5 ) .  SkB F, averaged across the exposure, was lower in the polycythaem ic state (0 .76  
± 0 .0 8  versus 0 .97  ± 0 .1 8 ;  p < 0 .0 5 ) ,  primarily due to differences within the last 20  min. Similar responses 
were observed for SkBF in the upper arm and back when averaged across the 3 test phases ( p < 0 .0 5 ) .  Local 
skin temperatures at the forearm w ere significantly higher across the exposure (p < 0 .0 5 ) ,  as was mean skin 
temperature, during the polycythaem ic trials.' Thermal sensation and RPE remained equivalent between  
conditions ( p > 0 .0 5 ) .
Sweat onset at the forearm  w as earlier when subjects were polycythaemic (3 6 3 .0  ± 2 5 9 .1  versus 1224.9  
± 1 8 8 .6  s; p < 0 .0 5 ) ,  although there w as no difference at the forehead (p > 0 .0 5 ) , and the sweat threshold did 
not differ between conditions for either the forearm or forehead (p > 0 .0 5 ) . gain was unchanged at the
§*Physical Education and Sports Science Unit, University of Hong Kong.Phlebotomies, freezing and reinfusions were performed at the South Coast Blood Bank, Hlawarra Regional Hospital.
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forehead, a lthough forearm gain w as elevated  in the polycythaem ic state (2 .9  + 0 .6  versus 1 .8  ± 0 .4  
m g»cm '2*m in'1* °C '1; p < 0 .0 5 ) .  D uring polycythaem ia, forehead w as significantly low er during the 45% 
W  v w ork phase (averaging 3 .4 3  ± 0 .1 5  versus 3 .6 0  ± 0 .1 3  mg*cm~2 ,min'‘), w h ile  the forearm m ^  was 
sign ifican tly  greater during all phases o f  the heat stress test (1 .2 0  ± 0 .1 3  versus 0 .9 4  ± 0 .1 1  m g*cm ‘2»min''). 
B ody m ass lo ss  d id  not d iffer betw een trials (0 .8 4  ± 0 .0 4  (control) versus 0 .9 8  ± 0 .1 1  kg; p > 0 .0 5 ) .
C O N C L U SIO N S
P olycythaem ia appeared to reduce thermal strain, low ering T„. and fc. Since did not increase in the 
polycythaem ic state, subjects w ere exercising at the same absolute and relative w ork rates during both tests. 
T herefore, reduced strain w as the result o f  an altered haematocrit, and not differences in relative work 
intensity, producing an altered T^.: % relationship. L ow er thermal strain w as possib ly  achieved by an
elevation  in  m 3UJ at som e skin surfaces, as reflected in forearm m,,,,, w hich w as attributed to an increase in 
loca l skin temperature, since T K w as either equal or lower during the second exposure.
It w as anticipated that SkBF w ould  be greater in  the polycythaem ic state, as an elevated 0 : carrying capacity 
o f  the b lood  should  a llow  for a greater redistribution o f  the cardiac output to the skin. The paradoxical 
reduction in  forearm  SkBF w as also reflected in the SkBF o f  the upper arm and back, but not at the other 
sites. T hese changes w ere possib ly  associated w ith  a low er T K over the latter 20  min o f  the polycythaem ia  
exposure, and a reduction o f  active vasodilatory tone.
The slight reduction in forehead m ^ , coupled with the rise in forearm  m ^ , and equivalent body mass 
changes, ind icates a possib le  redistribution o f  sweat, favouring the m ore distal sites. W e have found a 
sim ilar redistribution o f  sw eat production in  heat stressed anaemic subjects (7). Shvartz (11), and more 
recently R egan e t al. (6) have observed such a redistribution accom panying heat acclimation. It w as found 
that the distal s ites exhibited greater changes in  m ^  than did more proxim al sites. Steady state m ^  tends to 
be higher centrally  (2 ), and consequently, there is little margin for further increments in m ^ . H ow ever, our 
data sh ow  a clearly dim inished forehead m ^  below  that observed in the control state, supporting the notion 
o f  an active redistribution o f  sweat production w hen subjects were rendered polycythaem ic.
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C H A N G E S  IN  C U T A N E O U S B L O O D  F L O W  D U R IN G  IN C R E M E N T A L  E X E R C IS E  W IT H  AND 
W IT H O U T  .E X T E R N A L  T H E R M A L  ST R E SS
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IN T R O D U C T IO N
At the com m encem ent o f  exercise, b lood is redistributed from the viscera, inactive m uscles and skin to 
exercising m uscles (2 ,6 ). The reduction in blood flow  to these organs is proportional to exercise intensity 
(5 ). A s exercise  continues, heat accumulates and the need for dissipation increases. Cutaneous 
vasoconstrictor tone is inhibited, and the resultant rise in skin blood flow  (SkBF) ensures that heat flows 
from  the core to the skin, eventually being lost to the environment. A s exercise intensity and m etabolic heat 
production increase, the demand for b lood by active m uscles increases, leaving a sm aller portion o f  cardiac 
output available for SkBF. In a hot environm ent, reduced availability o f  blood for heat d issipation, and the 
return o f  cutaneous constrictor tone, results in an increase in core temperature w hich exceeds that observed 
w ithout SkBF attenuation. It was the aim  o f  this study to identify relative exercise intensities at w hich SkBF 
attenuation occurs during incremental exercise in two different thermal environments.
M E T H O D S
Six m ales (2 1 .3  yr, aerobic pow er rVfY>r .v.l 4 .9 2  ± 0 .2 3  l.m in'1; X  ± S .D .)  participated in two trials, 
conducted seven  days apart at the same tim e o f  day in  neutral (19 .6  ± 0 .3 ° C ,  rh 5 0 .2  ± 1 .4 % ) and hot (36.7  
± 0 .2 ° C ,  rh 4 6 .1  ± 3 .2 % ) environm ents. Trials consisted o f  a 25 min adaptation period, w ith data collection  
com m encing 5 m in prior to exercise to obtain resting values. C ycling began at 40%  W  v for 10 min, 
increasing every 4  min by 5 % A ll cycling w as conducted on an electronically braked cycle  ergometer
(Excalibur, Q uinton). Tests ended after 30  min or i f  auditory canal temperature (T .J  w as > 3 9 ° C . In the hot 
condition, five subjects com pleted 26 minutes o f  exercise w ith the sixth terminating after 22  m inutes. Thirty 
m inutes o f  cyclin g  was com pleted by all subjects in the neutral environment. M easures included: Tu (2ero 
gradient aural thermometry), skin temperatures at eight sites (T,k, YSI E U  m ini-therm istors), forearm SkBF 
(laser D oppler velocim etry, TSI Laserflo BPM 2, Vasamedics; X = 7 8 0  run, fibre separation o f  0 .5  mm, and 
SkBF expressed in voltage units), cardiac frequency ( f j ,  and thermal sensation and perceived exertion (RPE) 
votes.
R ESU L T S _
T^, fe and T lk w ere always greater in the heat ( p < 0 .0 5 ) ,  w hile terminal fc was low er in the neutral state 
(9 1 .6  ± 1 .9 %  versus 98.1 ± 1 .6 %  fcpatk; p < 0 .0 5 ;  X  ± S .E .M .) .  The exercise-related vasodilatory threshold 
occurred earlier in the heat (318 .3  ± 2 6 .6  s versus 76 1 .8  ± 4 8 .3  s; p < 0 .0 5 ) ,  but at a sim ilar T „  (37.3°C  
± 0 .0 4  versus 3 7 .3 °C  ± 0 .1 ;  p > 0 .0 5 ) .  SkBF attenuation occurred at different exercise intensities between 
the environm ents, being low er in the heat (40 .8  ± 0 .8 %  versus 5 5 .8  ±3 .0%  W ^ ;  p < 0 .0 5 ) .  Ttt did not 
differ betw een the conditions at the point o f  attenuation (3 7 .7 °C  ± 0 .3  {hot} versus 3 7 .8 °C  ± 0 .0 4  {neutral}; 
p > 0 .0 5 ;  F igure 1), and SkBF at this point was similar between conditions (1 .07  ± 0 .0 7  V olts {hot} versus 
1.11 ± 0 .0 9  V o lts {neutral}; p > 0 .0 5 ) .  H ow ever, the slope o f  SkB F:T „ relation w as greater in the hot 
environm ent (3 .6 5  ± 1 .0 3  V olts. “C'1 versus 1.01 ± 0 .1 4  Volts. °C'1; p = 0 .0 5 ) . TJk at the point o f  SkBF 
attenuation differed significantly betw een conditions (3 6 .9 °C  ± 0 .1  {hot} versus 3 2 .0 °C  ± 0 .4  {neutral}; 
p < 0 .0 5 ) .  Thermal sensation and RPE votes were all greater in the hot condition (p < 0 .0 5 ) .
C O N C L U SIO N S
T he attenuation o f  SkBF in both the hot and neutral conditions at an equivalent T1C indicates that body core 
temperature (T ^  may dominate the control o f  this phenomenon. Attenuation occurred at different exercise 
in tensities and T st in the tw o environm ents, giving further support to the possibility o f  greater T c control. 
Figure 1 indicates that data from the tw o trials may fall at opposite ends o f  an apparently continuous, alinear 
relationship. Environm ental temperature, seem s not to have affected this relationship, although it is  probable 
that local skin temperature (T >ti) causes the greater gain in the hot condition.
The attenuation in  SkBF is in close agreement with the work o f  Brengelmann et a l.(  1) w ho observed reduced 
SkBF gain at a Te o f  3 8 °C , and Sm olander et al. (7) w ho found a similar Tc at attenuation in different 
environm ents. A  reduced vasodilator gain to Tc élévation, com bined with progressive vasoconstriction  
associated w ith regulation o f  arterial pressure were suggested as explanations for this SkBF decline. The 
concept o f  a reduced gain o f  Tc elevation seem s probable, since in two different environm ents, at different
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T,u, attenuation occurred at the same Tc. SkBF was equivalent in the two environments at the point o f  
attenuation, contrary to the findings o f  Smolander et al. (7), implying that this phenomenon may be related 
to changes in central b lood volume, which has been shown to decrease rapidly during even moderate 
exercise (4).
The present data indicates that SkBF attenuation 
occurs at an exercise intensity between 40-55%  
during incremental exercise, depending on air 
temperature. This supports previous observations o f  
W enger et al. (9) who found SkBF to be attenuated 
at 50% Vny . t  in a neutral environment, but 
conflicts with the observations o f  Smolander et al. 
(8) w ho observed reduced SkBF gain at 80%
V. However, both these studies used a
constant exercise intensity in any one trial, whereas 
this study was primarily interested in identifying 
the exercise intensity where SkBF becomes 
attenuated during incremental exercise.
This SkBF attenuation may w ell be exercised- 
induced vasoconstriction, however it may also 
indicate that a maximum flow  through the blood 
vessels has been attained, although subsequent local 
heating has been shown to increase SkBF after 
attenuation has occurred (1 ,3 ). It may also be an
artifact o f the apparatus, w ith the output signal becoming saturated. This is unlikely since the output at 
attenuation was less than 50% o f the output range, with a larger SkBF being observed following application 
o f  an exogenous vasodilatory agent.
T (CC)a ac x '
Figure 1 SkBF as a function of TK during incremental 
exercise in neutral (O ) and hot (© ) environments.
Current data also show the maintenance of a stable SkBF in the heat, 20-25 minutes after attenuation, in the 
presence o f a progressively increasing exercise intensity. The work rate increased by 71.5 (± 1 1 .1 )  Watts 
with no further reduction in SkBF. The blood flow demands o f  the active muscles would have continually 
increased during this period. Two possibilities may account for this observation. Muscle blood flow was 
maintained through redistribution from the viscera, or it may have been compromised during the latter stages 
o f  exercise. The elevated RPE and reduced exercise duration in the heat tend to support the latter alternative.
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